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Abstract 
 
Title of Thesis:  Cubs of the Caliphate: The Indoctrination of Child Soldiers and the  
   Perpetuation of the Islamic State 
 
   Cheryl Gordon, Bachelor of Arts, 2018    
 
 
Thesis directed by:  Assistant Professor Scott Tyson 
 
 
In 2014, the Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS) abducted over 150 schoolboys in Syria and 
forced them to take lessons in violent extremist ideology. Since then, ISIS’ recruitment of child 
soldiers has accelerated and expanded. Children are not optimal recruits for armed groups since 
they are weaker, smaller, less disciplined, and not militarily trained. Why have ISIS leaders 
decided to recruit children, who are less operationally effective fighters? I argue that the group’s 
primary concern is permanent existence; therefore breeding a new generation of loyal and lasting 
Islamic State fighters is more appealing to the leadership than immediate success on the 
battlefield with operationally effective adult combatants. My findings reveal that ISIS favors 
youth conscripts because children are more susceptible to ideological indoctrination. By 
recruiting young children who are “blank slates,” with beliefs and values yet to be formed, ISIS 
capitalizes on youngsters’ inherent vulnerability to influence. This study relies on the first-hand 
accounts of former child combatants, insurgent group leaders, government officials, and civilian 
witnesses to investigate ISIS’ practice of child soldiering and analyze the realities and 
implications of this phenomenon.  
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Chapter One: Child Soldiers and Operational Effectiveness 
 
I. Introduction 
The Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham, commonly known as ISIS, ISIL or Daesh, is a 
fundamental jihadi group with the stated goal of establishing a caliphate state governed by Sharia 
law. ISIS was established in 2004 out of al-Qaeda in Iraq, under the leadership of the Jordanian 
Abu Musab al-Zarqawi (Council on Foreign Relations 2015). ISIS first garnered significant 
international attention in 2014 when the group successfully captured large areas in Iraq and Syria 
(Ibid). Between 2014 and 2018, an estimated 40,000 individuals from 120 countries flocked to 
Syria and Iraq to fight for ISIS (Schmitt 2018). In 2015, the Global Terrorism Index named ISIS 
the deadliest terrorist group, having killed 6,141 people (Institute for Economics and Peace 2016, 
16). In that year, ISIS-affiliated groups carried out attacks in 28 countries (Ibid, 4). The entire 
global community is affected by ISIS’ activities, and threatened by the danger the group poses. 
ISIS has been distinguished from other terrorist organizations by its brutality, reflected in viral 
media campaigns depicting ruthless beheadings, executions, and torture. Increasingly, children 
are featured in these videos, often as perpetrators of violence themselves.  
ISIS’ use of child soldiers is a hallmark of the organization. Whether on the battlefield or 
on the Internet, ISIS’ young combatants horrify audiences near and far, sending a chilling 
message that a new generation of violent extremists have arrived. To understand child soldiering 
in any context, one must consider how the benefits of this practice outweigh the costs of the 
operational effectiveness gap. An operational effectiveness gap means that since children are 
weaker, smaller, less disciplined, and not trained militarily, the group has to spend extra time and 
effort transforming children into soldiers, instead of recruiting adult combatants who are likely to 
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be stronger, larger, more disciplined, and therefore more ready to fight effectively right away. 
Nevertheless, several armed groups choose to use child soldiers. What motivates this choice to 
use operationally ineffective combatants? Why has ISIS in particular decided to recruit child 
soldiers? A number of scholars writing about child soldiering believe that armed groups recruit 
children as cannon fodder, or to make up for not having enough adult fighters (Beber and 
Blattman 2013; Tynes and Early 2014; Singer 2005). This paper will argue that ISIS is primarily 
recruiting child soldiers to build the next generation of jihadi fighters, for which it needs 
impressionable and malleable youth. Young children have not yet been fully formed in their 
personal views and values, rendering them vulnerable to blindly accepting the ideology ISIS 
bestows upon them. In recruiting child soldiers, ISIS is able to effectively intervene during a 
child’s formative years and indoctrinate him or her with the group’s violent extremist ideology. 
Most researchers and policymakers believe that ISIS’ use of children does not follow 
trends of other conflicts (McLaughlin 2016). ISIS recruits, uses, and envisions child soldiering 
differently from other armed groups that have been studied. John Horgan, a terrorism expert, 
says: “Most terror groups find it difficult to rationalize or explain child recruitment… The 
Islamic State is one of the few groups that is very proud to announce to the world, not only are 
they doing it, but it’s also the future” (Cousins 2014). Other armed groups do not use children as 
propaganda, spend time and resources investing into them, or boast about their usage to the 
extent that ISIS does.  
Based on statements from ISIS leaders, the organization’s goals are to gain, control, and 
retain territory in the immediate term, and in the long term, to establish a caliphate and a 
permanent presence (ash-Shāmī 2013). A popular ISIS slogan, “baqiyya wa tatamaddad,” 
translates to “remaining and expanding” (Al-Tamini 2014). As any rational organization would, 
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ISIS is investing now to promote its long-term interest. ISIS is not using child soldiers because it 
is constrained and has no other choice. Rather, it is a tactical investment strategy. As a relatively 
weak group compared to the countries allied against it, ISIS is making every effort to guarantee 
that even if its current leadership and fighters are defeated, killed or imprisoned, the group will 
not die out. A new generation will live to fight another day. Indoctrinating and training youth 
makes it more likely that the next generation will rise up against any conquerors. These young 
people will be carrying the ISIS message and will be primed to wage jihad all over again.  
As ISIS continues to broadcast propaganda depicting its use of young combatants, the 
international community is increasingly recognizing that ISIS’ practice of child soldiering is a 
significant problem. There has not been much talk, however, about solutions or strategies to help 
these children escape captivity, rehabilitate, or reintegrate back into society. ISIS’ use of child 
soldiers is part of what makes the group so dangerous, and part of its strategy to remain that way. 
Therefore, foreign governments, the United Nations, and other international organizations 
concerned with global security should view preventing the use of child soldiers as central to 
maintaining peace and combatting the spread of terror. In this thesis, I examine ISIS’ use of child 
fighters to add to the academic and policymaking conversation about the need for additional 
international standards and programs specifically designed to help the global community fight 
ISIS, while also intervening to save the lives and futures of young children. I begin this first 
chapter by explaining the methodology and terms used throughout the thesis. I then consider 
motivations for using child soldiers, and why some rebel leaders view children as attractive 
recruits. Assuming that these leaders’ primary motivation is to win battles, I explore how the 
presence of children could possibly contribute to success on the battlefield. 
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II. Methodology 
This study examines ISIS from 2014 to 2018, the four-year period during which ISIS rose 
to power, captured large swaths of territory, declared the creation of the Caliphate, began 
recruiting child soldiers, grew in size and global reach, and lost much of the territory it had 
gained. The evidence in this study consists of first-hand accounts from former child soldiers as 
well as rebel leaders, state officials, journalistic reports, ISIS propaganda, and other primary 
sources that shed light on factors that are crucial in understanding why ISIS recruits children. 
Secondary sources such as publications from scholarly journals, think tanks, and human rights 
organizations are used to interpret this information and data in new ways, and offer alternate 
viewpoints. To analyze how ISIS’ engagement of child soldiers is unique, I compare it with three 
analogous historical examples of child soldiering and identify key differences. Boko Haram and 
al-Qaeda are similar to ISIS in that both groups recruit child fighters, have the goal of 
implementing Sharia law, and use strategies such as suicide bombing soft targets. Moreover, as 
noted, ISIS emerged from al-Qaeda in Iraq. Nazi Germany is the most well known historical 
example of youth recruitment and indoctrination, and Adolf Hitler and al-Baghdadi outlined 
similar visions for the next generation. 
The qualitative evidence discussed here is an important addition to much of the existing 
scholarly work on the topic of child combatants, which relies heavily on quantitative research 
(Beber and Blattman 2013; Tynes and Early 2014; Haer and Böhmelt 2015; Bloom, Horgan, and 
Winter 2016). Quantitative research is not appropriate for my case because quantitative data 
lacks sufficient detail and nuance, which is necessary in studying the personal experiences of 
child soldiers. A central focus of this research is on the process of ideological indoctrination, 
which has complex, underlying psychosocial dynamics. Qualitative research uses data that 
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reports on the context of situations, perceptions, and behaviors, which are valuable for delving 
deeply into how this process of indoctrination works. The direct statements analyzed in this 
thesis are based on human experiences and reveal subtleties about child soldiering that 
quantitative research cannot fully convey. 
 
III. Terminology 
 This thesis uses several terms that require explanation: Cubs of the Caliphate, ideology, 
terrorism, violent extremism, and indoctrination. These concepts are frequently referred to 
throughout the paper, and this section is intended to clarify what they mean. 
 
Cubs of the Caliphate 
 ISIS’ mission is to establish a caliphate, which is the idea of a state dictated by Islamic 
law (Sharīʿah). The Caliphate is to be led by a caliph, an all-knowing and powerful individual 
said to embody God in human form (Kennedy 2016). ISIS seeks to revive the Caliphate as part 
of its political vision for all Muslims to unify and live according to the will of Allah (Ibid). For 
this aspiration to become a reality, future generations must become and remain committed to the 
concept of the Caliphate. ISIS leaders refer to their child soldiers as “Cubs,” an ironically 
endearing nickname coined in the aftermath of the 1991 Gulf War, when Saddam Hussein sought 
to reconsolidate his power with the help of child warriors (Benotman and Malik 2016, 25). 
Saddam’s Lion Cubs, or Ashbal Saddam, recruited boys as young as ten years old to undergo 
ideological indoctrination and military training. American troops first encountered these child 
fighters during the 2003 United States invasion of Iraq. Based on observations recorded by the 
U.S. military at that time, scholars have recently asserted that Saddam Hussein’s legacy and the 
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Ba’athist influence are evident throughout the administrative and bureaucratic constructions of 
the Islamic State (Ibid, 26).   
 
Ideology  
 Ideology is a key element of ISIS’ identity and why it uses child soldiers. This study 
refers to political ideology in particular, which can be defined as a set of beliefs, principles, 
priorities, and discourses that guide decision-making, legitimate the authority, and assist in the 
creation of governing culture and practice (Brandenberger 2011, 6). Ideology defines political 
objectives and worldviews, and can also act as a force for achieving these objectives (Ibid). 
 ISIS is a militant Sunni group. To properly understand ISIS’ ideology, one must look at 
how ISIS leaders themselves describe the group’s mission: “If one wants to get to know the 
program of the [Islamic] State, its politics, and its legal opinions, one ought to consult its leaders, 
its statements, its public addresses, its own sources” (al-‘Adnānī 2012). In a 2013 speech, Islamic 
State spokesman Shaykh Abū Muhammad al-‘Adnānī ash-Shāmī proclaimed two objectives: The 
first was to build a civil democratic state governed by Sharia law, and the second was to create a 
local, nationalist Islamic state. In ash-Shāmī’s view, this state, through the financial and political 
support of other governments in the Gulf, would be internationally recognized and legitimate 
enough to gain a seat in the United Nations Security Council (ash-Shāmī 2013, 10). Ash-Shāmī 
emphasized the implementation of strict Sharia law and made it clear that to reach the ultimate 
goal of building an Islamic State, non-believers must be eliminated. The elimination of non-
believers is to be accomplished through jihad, another term used in this paper. Military action is 
only one means of waging jihad, and it is not a commonly accepted practice (Kabbani and 
Hendricks n.d.). In a religious sense, jihad can be defined as the effort to educate people about 
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Islam (Ibid). Ash-Shāmī made it explicitly clear in a 2014 speech that ISIS does not wage 
religious jihad, as he instructed followers to kill disbelievers, and to do so in any manner possible 
(ash-Shāmī 2014, 11). Since ISIS does not adhere to the religious sense of the word, and Islam is 
a religion, the widely debated term “radical Islam” is not used in this paper to describe ISIS’ 
ideology. “Radical Islam” is a controversial point challenged by most mainstream Muslims and 
scholars of Islam because it supposes that there is an inherent connection between Islam and 
violence (Abdelkader 2016). The discussion of this term, however, is not the subject of this 
study. The focus is on the way ISIS defines and presents itself, in order to understand its 
motivations for recruiting child soldiers. 
 
Terrorism 
 For the purposes of this paper, terrorism is defined as the use of violence against civilians 
by non-state actors to achieve political goals (Kydd and Walter 2006, 52). While ISIS commits 
acts that align with this definition, the group cannot be accurately described only in those terms. 
As discussed above, it is a movement motivated by an ideology: the uniting and rousing belief 
that the West is hostile to Islam, and that every Muslim has an obligation to join the Caliphate 
(Stengel 2017).   
 
Violent Extremism 
 Violent extremism is the term that better defines ISIS because it acknowledges the 
important role of ideology. Violent extremists are described as, “individuals who support or 
commit ideologically-motivated violence to further political goals” (White House 2011).  
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Indoctrination 
 This term describes a persuasive process by which ideology is instilled in a subject’s 
mind through propaganda and popular political culture (Brandenberger 2011, 7). Indoctrination 
is different from education in that it is not an active process of engagement by the learner with 
the subject matter open to questioning, discussion, or debate. Rather, indoctrination is a one-way 
process of passive receipt of the ideology of the leader(s), and is resistant to negative or contrary 
evidence. An indoctrinated individual has been stripped of his or her autonomy, since he or she is 
unable to question the indoctrinated idea or formulate his or her own understanding based on 
examination and critical analysis (Siegel 1988, 80).  
 
IV. Literature Review 
 
 Why Groups Recruit Child Soldiers 
 The phenomenon of child soldiering exists around the world, with fifty-six non-state 
armed groups and fifty states employing this strategy. The estimated number of current child 
soldiers globally ranges from tens to hundreds of thousands (Child Soldiers International 2017). 
ISIS has been distinguished by the United Nations and the United States Department of State for 
amassing high numbers of child combatants, who seem to be a key part of ISIS’ strategy (United 
Nations General Assembly Security Council 2016, 2; Trafficking in Persons Report 2017, 213, 
380). A 2016 report on children in the Islamic State suggests that ISIS is mobilizing children and 
youth at an increasing rate. With military pressure mounting against ISIS, scholars expect that 
this upwards trajectory will continue (Bloom, Winter, and Horgan 2016). The literature on child 
soldiers is divided on whether their presence is advantageous or detrimental to a group’s 
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battlefield operations. To evaluate their utility, it is necessary to first define what constitutes 
battlefield effectiveness. 
 
Battlefield Effectiveness 
 Scholars differ in how they define battlefield effectiveness. Many authors have avoided a 
direct definition and instead focus on important contributing elements such as strong leadership, 
unit cohesion, resources, and loyalty (Gabriel and Savage 1978; Kirkland 2003; Millett, Murray, 
and Watman 1986; Wheeler 1986). Most scholars agree that battlefield effectiveness involves 
both individual and group components. At the individual level, I define battlefield effectiveness 
as the ability of a single soldier to use arms effectively, be skilled in combat, and have a high 
level of discipline. Gabriel and Savage (1978) also consider battlefield effectiveness at the 
individual level, but emphasize the leader instead of the fighter. They argue that combat 
effectiveness first and foremost requires good and coherent leadership. While a competent leader 
can be key to success, Gabriel and Savage do not acknowledge that soldiers can still be 
ineffective combatants with a competent leader. 
 Faris R. Kirkland focuses on the group component of battlefield effectiveness; he argues 
that unit cohesion is crucial for victory on the battlefield (Kirkland 2003, 159). He asserts that 
unit cohesion will only develop in a climate of integrity, trust, and respect. Group dynamics are 
important to consider, but Kirkland does not acknowledge that a group could fight cohesively 
and still be made up of incapable individuals, rendering the unit ineffective during battle. 
Additionally, as we have seen in case studies of groups who use child soldiers, children can be 
effectively motivated to fight brutally without the slightest bit of integrity, trust, or respect being 
present. 
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 Millett, Murray, and Watman (1986) argue that military effectiveness is the process by 
which armed forces convert resources into fighting power. They claim that a fully effective 
military is one that derives maximum combat power from the resources available. This definition 
is incomplete because if two armies have the same resource allocation, the one that is made up of 
better-trained combatants is more likely to win. Wheeler (1986) asserts that loyalty is what 
makes a good soldier, and for that loyalty to be effective, it must be inspired by trust and not 
fear. This definition is flawed because for many children, fear breeds obedience (Singer 2005, 
71). Moreover, a soldier of any age could be loyal to his or her commander, but that commander 
could be incompetent, or the fighters could be unskilled. Good leadership, unit cohesion, 
resources, and loyalty all contribute to operational effectiveness and the likelihood of success, 
but none are effective without the presence of a strong and capable combatant.  
 
Motivations for Recruiting Child Soldiers  
 In examining the motivations for recruiting child soldiers, one must look at how children 
contribute to battlefield effectiveness at both the individual and group levels. In addition, one 
must consider the external factors and circumstances under which child recruitment appears to be 
a rational strategy for advancing an armed group’s goals.   
   
Cheap and Sustainable Resource 
 A number of authors argue that a key reason children are recruited as soldiers is that they 
constitute a cheap, plentiful, and renewable resource. Singer (2005) argues that demographics is 
an explanatory variable for the use of child combatants: where populations are disproportionately 
young, children become easy and cheap to procure. This argument would apply in the case of 
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ISIS because Iraq, the country where many of ISIS’ child fighters originate, is one of the most 
youthful countries in the world—nearly half of its population is under the age of nineteen 
(UNDP n.d.). Singer additionally argues that child soldiers are drawn from populations that are 
undereducated, malnourished, marginalized and disaffected. He reasons that globalization, war, 
and disease have created a pool of potential recruits that rebel groups can draw from. While these 
factors may well play a role in the decision to recruit youth, they are insufficient given that not 
all strained groups press children into military service. For example, Faulkner finds Singer’s 
explanations unconvincing in explaining the case of rebel groups in Uganda: the National 
Resistance Army operated in the same state and decade as the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA), 
but did not partake in the recruitment of child soldiers (Faulkner 2016, 214). 
 Although children constitute a plentiful resource, the notion that they are cheap to retain 
is problematic. While children require less food than adults, the money that a rebel group could 
save on food pales in comparison to what it would spend on establishing training camps or 
programs specifically designed for children. Beber and Blattman (2013) reason that children take 
longer to train because they are not as fit for combat; the long-term LRA recruits and 
commanders whom they interviewed cited this point in explaining the disadvantage of recruiting 
children. Groups like ISIS, al-Qaeda, and the Taliban have had to establish special training 
camps designed specifically for training children. These groups pay parents to send their children 
to radical schools, which can add up to a significant sum if many children are being recruited—
which is indeed the case. Since children will not be able to effectively use conventional, large, 
clunky arms, groups will have to seek out and purchase modern lightweight arms instead of 
using the guns already in their possession that adult soldiers use with ease. 
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Bad Alternatives 
 One way to understand why some groups do and some groups do not recruit child 
soldiers is to look at the options available to them. Many scholars regard bad alternatives to be a 
major reason for why an armed group would recruit child combatants. Child soldiering may not 
be the best tactic to adopt given that a child would require more training, but it could be the best 
obtainable option for a group with depleted resources. In this vein, Beber and Blattman claim 
that the forced recruitment of children is a rational and optimal strategy for groups who are poor 
in the sense of having bad alternatives (Beber and Blattman 2013, 101). Times of crisis can make 
disputants desperate. Tynes and Early reason that this desperation, often caused by scarce 
economic resources or lack of local support, could result in the decision to recruit child soldiers 
(Tynes and Early 2014, 81). Tynes and Early, as well as Singer, argue that child fighters are a 
solution in situations when there are not enough available adults to become soldiers. Children 
can alleviate troop shortages by filling up the ranks, compensating for a lack of adult combatants. 
As long as rebel leaders are constrained in the ways discussed above, there will be an incentive 
to recruit children for insurgency and terror. 
 Having limited options may be a motivating factor in leading groups to consider 
conscripting child soldiers, but the existing literature does not fully address why exactly groups 
choose child soldiering over other available alternatives, such as recruiting foreign fighters or 
generating additional revenues through black market activity. Today, mercenaries are fighting 
for rebel groups in Yemen’s civil war (Hager and Mazzetti 2015), and they are also present in 
Syria, sent by Russia to train jihadis (Komar, Borys, and Woods 2017). Some groups have 
increased their black market activity to alleviate resource deficiencies. For example, the LRA 
turned to bartering tusks when stealing from civilians did not secure enough resources to provide 
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food, uniforms, and ammunition (Cakaj 2015). To truly comprehend why groups recruit child 
combatants, we must understand how child soldiering relieves constraints in ways that the 
alternatives do not. Since many constrained armed groups do not recruit child soldiers, we know 
that child soldiering is not the only solution. The literature does not answer or even acknowledge 
this fundamental question: What does child soldiering achieve that other available options do 
not?  
 
Ease of Manipulation 
 Developmental psychology tells us that children’s social and brain development lead 
them to be more conformist and easily influenced. Adolescents are more prone to bending under 
social pressure, a psychological trait that rebel groups take advantage of when recruiting them. 
Beber and Blattman argue that since children are more malleable, obedient, and easily persuaded, 
they are appealing to rebel groups that desire to obtain recruits quickly and without resistance 
(Beber and Blattman 2013, 69). Their study of the LRA reveals that children are easier than 
adults to mislead and indoctrinate, cheaper to retain, and more responsive to coercive methods 
(Ibid, 68). Faulkner concurs, saying that Beber and Blattman’s argument is the most compelling 
one to date regarding the recruitment of child soldiers (Faulkner 2016, 215). Tynes and Early 
also find this argument to be convincing, stating that children have a heightened vulnerability to 
coercion, which makes them easier to recruit and retain. They cite guerilla leaders in Sri Lanka, 
who explain that they recruited children because they are easily conditioned and motivated 
(Tynes and Early 2014, 83). In addition, children’s vulnerability to manipulation increases their 
willingness to follow orders completely, and carry out brutal acts that adults might hesitate to. 
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How Child Soldiers Enhance Battlefield Effectiveness 
 As discussed, battlefield effectiveness requires a cohesive unit made up of individuals 
who are skilled in combat, including the ability to use arms effectively, and have a high level of 
personal discipline and group loyalty. It is unlikely that one would describe a child in these 
terms, but some scholars do see children as possessing some of these qualities. While children 
generally have less physical strength than adults, the availability of cheap, small arms has 
undoubtedly increased the ability of child soldiers to kill. Scholars disagree, however, on how 
much of a difference these weapons make to a child’s fighting capacity. Singer contends that, 
“efficiency improvements in small arms permit these recruits to be effective participants in 
warfare.” He claims that these new “toys for tots” are easy to procure, only require a few hours 
of training, and are easy for children to use and carry (Singer 2005, 46). Other scholars dispute 
that this training process is as simple and quick as Singer makes it out to be. Beber and Blattman 
note that even though the arms might be smaller, the children are still smaller themselves and 
will have difficulty handling recoil and shooting accurately (Beber and Blattman 2013, 67). Haer 
and Böhmelt argue that it is not so easy to be effective with a gun, regardless of its size. The 
group will still have to invest significant time and money into training a child soldier, since 
children are likely to know much less than adults about military tactics (Haer and Böhmelt 2015, 
158). 
 Singer argues that children can utilize small arms with minimal training, but he does not 
provide sufficient evidence to back up this assumption. Moreover, simply having a gun and 
being able to shoot it does not constitute a battle-effective soldier. A significant weakness in his 
work is that he provides no criteria to define effectiveness, and does not consider important 
elements of effective soldiering such as trigger discipline, target identification, and the ability to 
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fight in different terrains. This lack of conceptualization and detail makes it difficult to analyze 
his evidence. Moreover, his evidence is lacking, as Singer does not provide an explanation of 
how he selected his cases, meaning that selection bias could have led to a focus on cases that fit 
his (implicit) definition of battlefield effectiveness. 
 Tynes and Early maintain that children are effective fighters because they can quickly be 
trained and motivated to fight brutally, constituting a tactical “innovation” on the part of rebel 
groups (Tynes and Early 2014, 81). In their global analysis of 198 internal armed conflicts, the 
authors provide examples of rebel groups whose use of child soldiers seemingly provided them 
with a strategic advantage over their enemies. Although they have a robust sample of conflicts 
and discuss the factors that lead to child recruitment, they fail to provide a critical analysis of the 
“coercive methods” they frequently refer to. In addition, they do not go into depth on how child 
soldiers are used once they are recruited, only briefly touching on logistical support roles.  
 In contrast to Singer and Tynes and Early, Haer and Böhmelt, Beber and Blattman, and 
Bloom, Horgan, and Winter hold that children are not effective militarily. Haer and Böhmelt 
define military effectiveness as the ability of a rebel group to use its forces to destroy the 
government’s military while preserving its own troops (Haer and Böhmelt 2015, 159). They 
argue that access to arms and resources is the most important determinant of a group’s fighting 
capacity (Ibid, 153). They reason that since children know much less than adults about combat 
tactics, child soldiers must be less effective militarily. All this being said, Haer and Böhmelt do 
note that children do not have to be effective in combat to increase a group’s overall 
effectiveness, since they can provide valuable assistance with the daily operations of the group in 
other roles. A considerable shortcoming of Haer and Böhmelt’s analysis (which they 
acknowledge) is that the observed positive correlation between child soldier use and rebel 
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groups’ fighting capacities does not take into account the impact of costs associated with training 
child soldiers, which can take much longer than training adults (Ibid, 168). Beber and Blattman 
also found that children were considered less dependable fighters by their commanders, and had 
to wait around ten months before they were given a gun. While Bloom, Horgan, and Winter 
agree that children are ineffective on the battlefield, they note that some groups effectively use 
children as a propaganda tool of shock and horror. ISIS purposefully publicizes its use of child 
soldiers to “project strength, pierce defenses, and strike fear into enemy soldiers’ hearts” (Bloom, 
Horgan, and Winter 2016, 31). The researchers hypothesize that as military pressure increases 
against ISIS, child combatants will become more tactically attractive because they represent an 
effective form of psychological warfare. 
 Despite the differences among them, the authors cited above share a common focus on 
the value of child soldiers to a group’s success on the battlefield. Yet, this focus obscures the 
broader goals and strategic considerations that motivate some groups, and ISIS in particular, to 
conscript children into military service. While ISIS may be able to commit vicious and brutal 
acts against innocent people, victory in modern warfare requires more than inflicting casualties. 
An armed group will not be able to conquer and hold large territories unless it can be an effective 
fighting force. One can evaluate the claim that children are effective fighters by observing 
whether a group that deploys more children is more successful in winning battles and capturing 
territory—and much of the literature indicates that they are not as effective as adults in these 
ways. Nevertheless, it is evident that armed groups have incentives to use them in certain 
situations, and recruiting children into the military does have a powerful effect of indoctrinating 
and bringing them into the fold, which may prove critical to a group’s long-term viability.  
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V. Conclusion 
This chapter presented ISIS’ practice of child soldiering as unique to other groups. I 
considered what factors may have motivated ISIS to engage this strategy, and argued that ISIS’ 
intention behind child soldier recruitment is not that of a quick fix military remedy, but rather 
there exists a larger, long-term plan for the Cubs of the Caliphate. 
The rest of the thesis goes as follows: I review in the second chapter conventional uses of 
children in war, analyzing how other armed groups have traditionally recruited and used children 
in order to then understand how ISIS’ practice is distinct. The third chapter introduces what it 
would take for a child to be an operationally effective soldier, highlighting the importance of 
ideological indoctrination in the training process. It examines how ISIS is bucking conventional 
wisdom on child soldiering, and what is different about this group’s approach to the recruitment, 
training, usage, and retention of child soldiers. The fourth chapter considers what future events 
ISIS could be preparing its child combatants for. It anticipates the United States shifting tactics 
and launching a large-scale invasion of Syria, and discusses how child fighters would change the 
nature of the war. The last chapter contemplates ways to move forward in facing new challenges 
posed by the Cubs of the Caliphate, who will become lethal lions in the near future. Promising 
de-radicalization efforts and policy implications will be identified and evaluated. 
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Chapter Two: Conventional Uses of Children in War 
 
I. Introduction 
 The United Nations defines child soldiers as, “any person [of 18 years of age or under] 
who is, or who has been, recruited or used by an armed force or armed group in any capacity” 
(Paris Principles 2007). No matter what role a child occupies in war, they will be exposed to 
severe levels of violence, whether as witnesses, victims, or participants. This section discusses 
how armed insurgent groups traditionally recruit children, what roles these children are 
commonly assigned, and what their experiences are like. By first establishing the conventional 
uses of children in war, we can then better understand how ISIS bucks conventional wisdom on 
child soldiering with its distinct motivations and strategies. Since ISIS was not fully formed until 
2014, its recruitment of children is a relatively new phenomenon. Therefore, to analyze the 
group’s modern approach I explore how other armed groups have used youth to their advantage 
in the past. 
 Seeking out former child combatants to listen to their stories is one of the most promising 
ways to understand the recruitment and usage of children in war, and move forward in 
addressing the harms caused by the use of child soldiers. Jimmie Briggs, an expert on child 
soldiering, reflects on his research: “I certainly didn’t find all the answers, but I know they lie 
within the stories and experiences of young people such as the unforgettable ones I met… and 
the thousands more like them who too often remain faceless, nameless” (Briggs 2005, 171).  
 I argue in this chapter that all forms of youth recruitment are coercive in nature, because 
even non-violent methods still include aspects of manipulation. I assert that a child who performs 
even the most trivial tasks for an armed group is still in danger, and use testimonies from former 
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child soldiers to demonstrate that any association with an armed group produces trauma and 
long-lasting harm.  
 
II. Methods of Recruitment 
“But how can a child volunteer? Because if I volunteer, maybe I don’t know what I am doing, 
but you, the grown-up, should know. And you should stop me from volunteering being a soldier. 
It wasn’t my choice. It wasn’t the choice I had to become a soldier.” 
 
--C., child soldier from ages nine to fifteen (Singer 2005, 62). 
 
Coercion 
 Armed groups typically use coercive methods to recruit children. Child soldier experts 
and international human rights bodies agree that child soldier enlistment can never be truly 
voluntary on the part of the child (International Labour Organization 2003; UNICEF 2007; 
International Committee of the Red Cross 2012; Amnesty International 2013; Human Rights 
Watch n.d; United Nations n.d.; Roméo Dallaire Child Soldiers Initiative n.d.; Invisible Children 
n.d.). In issuing guidelines on this topic, the Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary 
General for Children and Armed Conflict holds that there is no distinction between voluntary and 
forced recruitment because even if children are joining “voluntarily,” it is a means of survival 
(Children and Armed Conflict Root Causes n.d.). P.W Singer concurs, cautioning that it is 
misleading to describe a child’s “decision” to join an armed group as voluntary because, “they 
are driven to do so by forces beyond their control,” namely hunger and poverty (Singer 2005, 
62).  
 Although experts and scholars maintain that child soldier enrollment cannot be truly 
voluntary, there are perceptions among the general public that some children willingly align with 
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rebel groups. There are a number of accounts where children express these views: Khalid, a child 
soldier from Pakistan says: “It is obligatory on every Muslim to fight nonbelievers” (Brett and 
Specht 2004, 28). David from Northern Ireland claims he joined rebel forces “because I wanted 
to be fighting for the cause of the Protestant people” (Ibid). Children may sincerely identify with 
the ideological mission of a group and want to fight for it. A closer analysis of the recruitment 
and usage of child soldiers, however, raises questions about its genuine voluntary nature. Given 
the limited options children face due to poverty, violent abuse, brainwashing, isolation from their 
communities, and drug use, it is likely that all of these factors impact how youth see themselves, 
their roles, motivations and desires. These factors have pushed these children toward a decision 
and compelled them to fight. 
 
Means of Survival 
 A UNICEF survey from 2003 found that almost 60 percent of child soldiers in East Asia 
chose to enlist due to poverty. Sarah Mathewson of the Coalition to Stop the Use of Child 
Soldiers states what becomes obvious to vulnerable children in desperate situations: “With a gun 
you can eat” (UNICEF 2003). One Congolese child soldier attests to this: “I heard that the rebels 
at least were eating. So, I joined them” (Singer 2005, 63). Some children join armed groups out 
of a need for security (UNDDR 2006). A Sudanese boy said that he joined the Sudan People’s 
Liberation Army (SPLA) because his mother was abducted and their cattle were taken, “…so I 
was left without any option rather than come to the SPLA for protection” (International Labour 
Organization February 2003). With limited options, children will do what is necessary to survive.  
 Recruiting vulnerable youth is easiest and most efficient when rebel groups know exactly 
where they are located. Child soldiers are frequently recruited from conflict zones or refugee 
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camps. Children in these areas are vulnerable to recruitment by armed groups because they have 
few opportunities, face many dangers, and need protectors. Christine from the Democratic 
Republic of Congo says: “It’s because of the war. When it’s the war, you don’t choose… 
Because if you have weapons, you can defend yourself, if you don’t have any, you are beaten, 
one kills you, and one rapes you, even the boys” (Brett and Specht 2004, 13). Moreover, children 
who grow up in conflict zones are more vulnerable because they are likely to be de-sensitized to 
violence, and therefore less apprehensive about committing violence themselves (Chatterjee 
2012). Children are also susceptible for recruitment in the wake of a natural disaster or sudden 
outbreak of war when they are displaced in refugee camps. When populations are threatened and 
families are on the run, they will likely become disconnected, leaving children unaccompanied 
and defenseless (Singer 2005, 59). In Sudan, the government rounded up poor and refugee 
children who worked or lived on the streets and placed them into special closed camps. Acting as 
orphanages, these camps in effect were reservoirs for rebel group conscripts (Ibid). Supposedly 
safe havens, refugee and internally displaced person camps contain large groups of children that 
rebels can easily access. 
 
Abduction 
 A number of armed groups abduct their child soldiers. Founded in 1987, the Lord’s 
Resistance Army (LRA) operates in Uganda, South Sudan, the Central African Republic, and the 
Democratic Republic of Congo (Global Security 2016). The LRA is notorious for being 
comprised almost exclusively of children who are systematically abducted from schools, 
communities and homes. Children who attempt to escape, resist, cannot keep up, or fall ill are 
killed (Mermet and Jaffré 1999). In Rwanda, one survey reported that the Revolutionary United 
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Front (RUF) abducted 88 percent of its fighters (Eck 2014, 392). Although adults and children 
alike were abducted, the RUF’s forcible youth conscription was unique for its brutality: once 
captured, “RUF” was carved into the skin of child recruits to deter escape (Ibid, 393). In Nigeria, 
Boko Haram abducts hundreds of women and girls across the country (Children and Armed 
Conflict May 2017). The most publicized case was in 2014, when Boko Haram kidnapped 276 
Chibok schoolgirls (Searcey May 2017). The use of abduction can be effective in gathering new 
recruits because of its element of surprise. Nevertheless, this method can be costly in that 
communities and parents may become angry, fearful, and thus motivated to turn against the rebel 
group. Parents might be persuaded to enroll their children in radical jihadi schools or send them 
to fight for an army, but if their children are taken without consent, parents will not lend their 
support to the group. For this reason, groups may pursue other forcible tactics for attaining 
recruits. 
 
Violence 
 Another common form of coercive recruitment is the threat or use of violence to 
intimidate a child into joining the rebel group. This type of strategic violence can often include 
the killing of family members. A seven-year-old boy from Liberia told a Radio Netherlands 
reporter: “The rebels told me to join them, but I said no. Then they killed my smaller brother. I 
changed my mind.” (Singer 2005, 1). Rebel groups attempt to gain loyalty during recruitment by 
reducing the options of recruits, so that they have nowhere else to turn but to the group. The 
killing of family members diminishes the recruit’s outside options, serves to intimidate, provoke 
him or her into fighting, and in effect begins the process of de-sensitization to violence. Thirteen-
year-old Martin P., a former child soldier in the LRA recalls: “Early on when we were 
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captured… they tied up my two younger brothers… they beat them with sticks until the two of 
them died. They told us it would give us strength to fight.” (Human Rights Watch July 2003).  
 Rebel groups can achieve compliance by forcing children to kill their own family 
members. When a child is forced to murder a loved one, guilt and fear are fostered. These 
sentiments can act as a deterrent from attempting escape (Ibid). One scholar explains: “Such 
extreme uses of violent coercion remove the need for the rebel group to police the conscripts to 
prevent attrition since the group has effectively shut off exit options, given that individuals 
believe a group’s threat to be credible” (Eck 2014, 382). The goal of these killings is to establish 
the credibility of the group’s threat, which is largely effective when a child is forced to watch a 
relative be brutally slaughtered, knowing that she or he will suffer a similar punishment for 
failing to cooperate with the rebels. These killings can also serve as a means of psychological 
tethering, where children kill their families and so the rebels become their new family. 
 
Drugs 
 Some groups use drugs to coerce children into fighting. Certain drugs can be particularly 
effective in making a child both more violent and de-sensitized to that violence. Drugs can be 
cheap, and bring about high compliance (Eck 2014, 382). In Sierra Leone, the RUF frequently 
gave new child soldiers drugs during recruitment. Lynette, a sixteen-year-old captured by the 
RUF describes: “From the first day they drugged us. They showed me some powder and said it 
was cocaine and was called brown-brown. I saw them put it in the food and after eating I felt 
dizzy. I felt crazy.” Lynette continues, describing another scene: “One day I saw a group of 
rebels bring out about 20 boy abductees… they had them lined up under gunpoint and one by 
one called them forward to be injected in their arms with a needle. The boys begged them not to 
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use needles but the rebels said it would give them power… About 20 minutes later the boys 
started screaming like they were crazy and some of them even passed out. Two of the rebels 
instructed the boys to scream, ‘I want kill, I want kill’ and gave a few of them kerosene to take 
with them on one of their burn house raids” (Human Rights Watch 2008). When in a drug-
induced state of high energy and aggression, children will be less hesitant to pick up their guns 
and kill. A fourteen-year-old recalls his time fighting in Sierra Leone and Liberia: “We would 
then inhale cocaine. During operations, I sometimes would take it two or three times a day. I felt 
strong and powerful. I felt no fear. When I was demobilized I felt weak and cold…” (Singer 
2005, 83). Under the influence of drugs, child soldiers commit violent offenses that they would 
not have without the drugs. One former child combatant, Marc, from the Congo says: “Under the 
effect of drugs, I once raped one or two women and I regret it” (International Labour 
Organization April 2003, 46).  
 Drugs can also deter escape. In the case of the RUF, the combined use of fear-inhibiting 
drugs like crack cocaine, gunpowder, marijuana, and angel dust served to disorient and confuse 
abductees (Eck 2014, 393-394). Drugged up and far from home, children will not know how to 
escape, or where to flee. 
 Despite their effectiveness at acquiring children, coercive methods of recruitment can be 
costly in terms of military and organizational efficiency. Drugs are problematic because they 
often lead to erratic and unpredictable behavior, which can be detrimental to group cohesion and 
social dynamics (Eck 2014, 382).  As noted, another disadvantage of using coercive methods is 
that it can antagonize the civilian population, who could turn against the rebel group if it is 
terrorizing their children (Eck 2014, 365). For reasons like these, some armed groups decide to 
recruit by using persuasion. Persuasion is an attempt to influence without the threat of violence. 
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In persuasion, the persuadee has free will to modify his or her beliefs or actions (Metta Center 
2014).  
 
Enticement 
 In an attempt to persuade children to want to become fighters, armed groups broadcast 
messages glorifying war and soldiers. Sending appealing messages works especially well for 
child soldier recruitment because children are impressionable and look up to powerful figures. 
One survey of child soldiers in Africa found that a substantial 15 percent volunteered because 
they were simply fascinated by the prestige and thrill of serving in a unit and having a gun 
(Singer 2005, 66).  Htay, a Burmese former child combatant, explains why he joined the armed 
forces at age fifteen: “I admired soldiers, their guns and crisp, neat uniforms. I just wanted to 
fight the way they did in the movies and so I joined the army” (Sawyer and Ottaway 2013). A 
family member of a Huthi child soldier spoke about the boys who are recruited by this group: 
“They’re just excited to shoot Kalashnikovs and guns and wear military uniforms” (Amnesty 
International 2017). Although there is no threat of violence against the child, sending alluring 
messages can still be seen as a coercive recruitment method because it involves manipulation. 
The life of a soldier is not glamorous, but if influential figures say so, and at-risk children do not 
know any better, they can come to believe it.  
  
III. Roles 
 Many armed groups use child soldiers to perform a diverse array of tasks both on and off 
the battlefield. Children can take direct and indirect part in hostilities by fighting or aiding those 
who do. 
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Foot soldiers 
 One position children occupy in war is that of foot soldiers. The bulk of foot soldiers that 
made up Joseph Kony’s army were children (Briggs 2005, 108-109). On the battlefield, children 
are often positioned on the front lines, where the likelihood of being killed is the highest. 
According to UNICEF research from 2003, 91 percent of child soldiers served in Africa as 
combatants (UNICEF 2003, 19). Of this number, 87 percent served on the front lines 
(International Labour Organization April 2003, 43). In the Congo, one child fighter told Human 
Rights Watch: “There are lots of children with Ntaganda now and they send us to the front lines 
so we’re the first to die. It’s as if they take us to kill us” (Gregory 2012). The Huthi rebel group 
in Yemen also recruits young boys to fight as child combatants on the front lines of the ongoing 
civil war. Since the beginning of the conflict in 2015, United Nations agencies have documented 
1,500 cases of children recruited by all parties in the conflict (Amnesty International 2017).  
 Despite the limitations on children’s capacities, it appears that one reason for this use is 
the belief that children can be effective foot soldiers. A former child fighter in the Mozambican 
National Resistance group explained that his group grew to “not use many adults to fight because 
they are not good fighters… kids have more stamina, are better at surviving in the bush, do not 
complain and follow directions” (Singer 2005, 83). A Khmer Rouge commander similarly 
commented, “it takes a little time, but eventually the younger ones become the most effective 
soldiers of them all” (Ibid). 
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Suicide Bombers 
 Child soldiers are commonly used as suicide bombers because their nonthreatening 
appearance generally makes them subject to less scrutiny than adults. Additionally, children are 
more impressionable than adults, and more easily persuaded to carry out suicide bombings. One 
Taliban commander told a reporter: “Children accept what you say after you talk to them just a 
couple of times. They can be used in rickshaw, bicycle, or motorcycle [suicide bombing] 
attacks” (Logan 2015). Mia Bloom explains that rebel leaders use trickery to direct children to 
carry out suicide attacks by telling them they won’t feel any pain during the explosion because 
they are becoming martyrs (Boghani 2015). Child suicide bombers who fight for religious causes 
are assured that an afterlife in heaven awaits them (Logan 2015). 
 The number of suicide bombing attacks carried out by children has increased 
significantly in recent years. As of 2012, al-Qaeda and the Taliban have constructed suicide 
training facilities in Afghanistan and Pakistan that have trained over 5,000 Pakistani children, 
many as young as eight, as suicide bombers (Crimi 2012). A UNICEF report revealed that from 
2014 to 2016, child suicide bombing attacks quadrupled in northeastern Nigeria, where Boko 
Haram operates (Markey 2016). Between 2014 and 2017, Boko Haram coerced 117 children in 
Nigeria, Chad, Cameroon, and Niger into attempting suicide attacks (UNICEF n.d.).  
   
Logistical Support Roles 
 Logistical support is necessary for any organization to operate smoothly. Children can 
serve armed groups in ways other than fighting by acting as domestic servants, porters, 
messengers, and spies. 
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 Children are often used as spies because they do not arouse suspicion. One rebel 
commander in the LRA explained that children are especially good at obtaining information. 
This is because children can easily sneak across enemy lines, since no one suspects them due to 
their age (Mermet and Jaffré 1999). Child soldiers frequently serve rebel leaders as domestic 
servants. A former LRA child fighter, Dominic Ongwen, recalls how he was assigned to 
households of top commanders, including LRA founder and leader Joseph Kony. Like many of 
his peers, Dominic helped prepare food and carry commanders’ belongings (BBC December 
2016). In addition, some children help steal from civilians to provide supplies for the army. One 
fourteen-year-old girl recruited by the LRA said, “I was not given a gun, but I helped in the 
abductions and grabbing of food from villagers” (Mermet and Jaffré 1999). Edward T., age 
eighteen, was with the LRA for six months and recalls spending a lot of his time stealing from 
homes, as per the officers’ instructions (Human Rights Watch July 2003).  
 Even in logistical support roles, children can still be treated as cannon fodder. Almost all 
of these jobs put children in high-risk situations. Mermet and Jaffré explain: “When they are not 
actively engaged in combat, they can often be seen manning checkpoints; adult soldiers can 
normally be seen standing a further 15 metres behind the barrier so that if bullets start flying, it is 
the children who are the first victims” (Mermet and Jaffré 1999). Established in 1964 as an 
armed wing of the Communist party, the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Columbia (FARC) 
recruited Luìs at age fourteen (BBC November 2016). After training him for eight months, he 
was promoted to bomb-maker. Luìs would carefully break up particles of metal supports from 
houses and put them in bombs. Although Luìs was in a non-combat role, he explained how he 
was still in peril: “It was dangerous work because you cannot mix chemicals… as you prepared 
the cylinders, they could go off and kill many” (Briggs 2005, 57). Child domestic servants are 
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commonly subject to physical and sexual abuse, as well as inhumane working conditions; a spy 
or messenger can be captured and tortured by an enemy group; and raiding a home can quickly 
turn into a violent altercation with the civilian population or homeowner.  
 
Girls 
“…The abuses that are perpetrated against girls belong in a category of their own, not just 
because they are often so extreme but also because they are abuses against children. 
Unfortunately, the analysis or even mention of girl children as participants in conflict situations 
is rarely found in feminist literature,” (Fox 2004, 470). 
 
 Some scholars, like Fox, are disappointed at the lack of attention given to female child 
soldiers in existing literature. Webster argues child soldiering disproportionately harms girls, 
because they often carry the additional burden of sexual slavery or forced marriage to a rebel 
commander (Webster 2007). Young girls are estimated to make up 40 percent of all child 
combatants and are present in the ranks of virtually all non-state armed groups (United Nations 
2015; Costache n.d., 1).  
 Girls can be ruthless soldiers. The Liberation Tigers of Tamil Elam (LTTE) has 
maintained a Women’s Front since 1985 called the “Liberation Birds.” Well into the 2000s, these 
girls were a core element of the Tigers’ forces and have an international reputation as being some 
of the most tough, committed warriors in the world (Briggs 2005, 84). Christine from the DRC 
corroborates: “We were dangerous! … You know that I was with Vanessa in the front line, 
people had better not come to bother us… or we killed you! When you are a girl, you have to be 
harder, or the men they don’t respect you” (Brett and Specht 2004, 85). Groups who use girl 
soldiers defy social norms by taking young girls out of their traditional societal roles and turning 
them into brutal killers, and the girls must adapt accordingly to survive. 
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 In addition to serving as foot soldiers, girls perform a variety of other tasks for rebels. In 
Sierra Leone, girl soldiers fought on the battlefield, mined for diamonds, operated as spies, 
cooks, and provided sexual services (Ibid, 2). Young, prepubescent girls abducted by Boko 
Haram cared for commanders’ children and helped their wives. Upon reaching puberty, these 
girls became wives to other commanders (BBC December 2016). Boko Haram also uses girls as 
suicide bombers, and to a larger extent than other groups; girls have accounted for the majority 
of suicide bombings by Boko Haram (Warner and Matfess 2017, 41). Boko Haram has deployed 
more female bombers than any other terrorist group in history (Warner and Matfess 2017, V). 
Civilians have become increasingly wary of females for this reason. Hassan, a member of a local 
Nigerian civilian militia says: “I get afraid when I see women.” (Searcey October 2017). When 
perceived as a threat, girls can be isolated from the surrounding communities they could possibly 
defect to. In this case, the rebels have effectively stripped away any outside options. Moreover, 
since the rebels have taken these girls out of the traditional womanly roles, they could be rejected 
by their families and communities upon return to society. Thus, staying with the rebel group 
could appear to be the better option.  
 In sum, girl soldiers, like their male counterparts, are deprived of childhood once under 
the wing of armed groups. Their crucial formative years are defined by violence and bloodshed 
instead of playing and learning. Aziz from Pakistan reflects: “I have lost my chance to get an 
education; the time has passed now” (Brett and Specht 2004, 121). 
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IV. Conclusion 
 
“…There was no food… we were made to kill… but the most bad thing is that we were told to 
hate. We were told that if we touched these people they can’t feel pain. They were different than 
us.” 
 
--C., child soldier from ages nine to fifteen (Singer 2005, 103). 
 
 
 This chapter identified critical environmental factors that lead children to join armed 
groups as well as methods rebel groups employ to take advantage of a child’s inherent 
vulnerability. The societal roles they usually occupy—students, friends, community contributors, 
daughters and sons—are replaced by the duties outlined in this chapter, leaving youngsters to 
wonder what life could have been if they had had the power and choice to shape their own 
destinies.  
 ISIS’ child soldiers take on many of the same responsibilities described in this section. 
However, ISIS has different reasons for recruiting youth. Its motivations are deeply rooted in 
ideology and the quest for statehood. Unlike many of the groups mentioned in this chapter, ISIS 
is not using children as cannon fodder for victory in battle today. Rather, ISIS is planting the 
seeds of tomorrow’s insurgency to ensure the future of its cause.  
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Chapter Three: The Indoctrinated Child Soldier 
 
I. Introduction 
 I have maintained throughout this paper so far that children are not effective fighters, 
mostly due to their limited physical capabilities. What would make a child an effective soldier? I 
argue that ideologically indoctrinating a new or prospective child recruit is key to creating a 
lethal soldier. By shaping a child’s belief system during their crucial developmental years, this 
combatant will remain committed to fighting for the group’s cause throughout their lives. I assert 
that ISIS’ child fighters are and will continue to be effective warriors because of the group’s 
intense ideological indoctrination process.  
 ISIS’ child soldiers are more effective than child soldiers in other groups. This chapter 
compares Boko Haram and Nazi Germany with ISIS to further elucidate how ISIS’ use of child 
fighters is different from other cases. I begin by discussing how ideologically indoctrinated 
soldiers benefit armed groups and contribute to a lasting existence. Next, I explore Boko 
Haram’s tactics, and analyze how its lack of an indoctrination process affects the group’s 
effectiveness in inflicting mass casualties. I then examine Adolf Hitler’s practice of youth 
indoctrination during World War II, and compare his pedagogical vision and methods with that 
of al-Baghdadi. Finally, I illustrate how ISIS’ ideological indoctrination process is distinct and 
novel. 
 
II. Importance of Ideological Indoctrination in Warfare 
 Siegel argues that ideology shapes consciousness. He coins the term “ideological 
determinism,” holding that ideology rather than reasoning decides thoughts and actions. For the 
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ideological determinist, writes Siegel, “rationality itself is a function of ideology, and what 
counts as good reason will depend on the ideological stance from which one evaluates reasons” 
(Siegel 1988, 69). The ideological determinist sounds quite similar to the ideologically 
indoctrinated individual who, as established, is unable to question the ideas in which he or she 
was indoctrinated. In the context of child soldiering, P.W. Singer defines indoctrination as “the 
act of imbuing a child with the new worldview of a soldier” (Singer 2005, 70). He asserts that 
indoctrination is especially important for child combatants because, “children are obviously not 
the prototypical recruit, so their indoctrination is a critical determinant to the overall success of 
any putative child soldier doctrine” (Singer 2005, 70). 
 I previously noted that ISIS is not just a terrorist group, but also an idea, and a battle of 
ideas cannot be defeated by combat (Brooks 2004). A soldier’s gun may be taken away, but his 
or her beliefs cannot be, especially when those beliefs have been instilled in them from a young 
age. By the time ISIS’ ideological indoctrination process is complete, it will be impossible to 
reverse the psychological damage that will inspire these children to commit acts of violence for 
years to come. In light of this, ending the war against ISIS will be difficult and will likely take a 
long time.  
 From a strategy standpoint, it is unwise for an armed group with long-term goals not to 
indoctrinate its recruits for two reasons: First, non-indoctrinated soldiers will not be as dedicated 
to the cause. If the group is defeated or facing a likely defeat, the soldiers will abandon it and 
take their military expertise elsewhere to fight for another group. For example, in the aftermath 
of the United States invasion of Iraq in 2003, the American forces simply disbanded the Iraqi 
army. Former Iraqi soldiers took their valuable skills and knowledge elsewhere, forming their 
own small militias. If ISIS were to be conquered, the same phenomenon would not occur. Its 
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child and adult followers would seek to reunite with the group, because they would remain loyal 
to the Caliphate. These soldiers would not join other causes nor abandon their devotion to the 
Islamic State upon military defeat given their indoctrination.  
 Second, terrorist groups are highly secretive and need to maintain this secrecy to carry 
out operations without the government’s knowledge. As we will see in the case of Boko Haram, 
a group that does not indoctrinate its youth increases the risk that its young soldiers fail to follow 
orders, and that they also reveal key information to authorities. These non-indoctrinated fighters 
have no attachment to the group’s ideology and have no desire to sacrifice their lives for it. 
 
III. The Child Soldiers of Boko Haram 
 Similar to ISIS, Boko Haram has religious and territorial ambitions. Boko Haram seeks to 
overthrow the Nigerian state and institute its strict interpretation of Sharia law (Warner and 
Matfess 2017, 1). There is one critical difference between the two groups: Unlike ISIS, Boko 
Haram does not indoctrinate its young recruits with the group’s radical ideology; children are 
simply abducted and immediately tossed into battle. We can observe how much of an impact this 
absence of indoctrination has on the group’s effectiveness by examining Boko Haram’s rate of 
success in suicide bombings, when soldiers undergo the true test of loyalty by sacrificing their 
lives for a group.  
 In their study of 434 suicide-bombing attacks carried out by Boko Haram between 2011 
and 2017, Warner and Matfess found that Boko Haram’s suicide bombings overall resulted in 
fewer casualties than suicide bombings by other groups (Ibid, 11). Boko Haram soldiers often 
failed to detonate the bombs, and when they did, they killed fewer people per detonation than 
other groups that use suicide bombers (Ibid, 4). To explain this occurrence, The New York Times 
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interviewed eighteen girls abducted by Boko Haram who had been sent on suicide bombing 
missions but refused to detonate the bomb (Searcey 2017). In the interviews, not a single one of 
these girls expressed that they ever had any intention of detonating the bomb. Instead, once the 
bomb had been strapped to them, they promptly turned themselves in to Nigerian officials or 
asked civilians for help. Fourteen-year-old Maimuma explained that when Boko Haram abducted 
her and tied a bomb to her waist, instead of approaching her designated target, she went to a 
Nigerian soldier who helped remove the bomb from her body. Maimuma did not want to die for 
Boko Haram and felt no allegiance to the group’s mission. When asked about the girls who did 
detonate their bombs, Maimuma maintained that they did so because they were scared and did 
not know where to go for help, not because they were loyal to Boko Haram (Searcey 2017).  
 Boko Haram is compromised when episodes like this occur. Authorities are now in 
possession of the bombing device and will know how sophisticated Boko Haram’s technology is, 
and where the parts came from. Moreover, as defectors, these soldiers willingly cooperate with 
authorities by providing useful information. They could even possess knowledge of where and 
when the next attack will happen, foiling Boko Haram’s future plans.  
 
IV. The Child Soldiers of Nazi Germany 
“These boys and girls enter our organizations [at] ten years of age, and often for the first time get 
a little fresh air; after four years of the Young Folk they go on to the Hitler Youth, where we 
have them for another four years… And even if they are still not complete National Socialists, 
they go to Labor Service and are smoothed out there for another six, seven months… And 
whatever class consciousness or social status might be left… the Wehrmacht [German armed 
forces] will take care of that.”  
 
--Adolf Hitler (1938) (United States Holocaust Memorial Museum n.d.) 
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 The most prominent historical case of widespread ideological indoctrination of children 
is Nazi Germany. In 1920, the National Socialists of Germany were established as a political 
party vying for complete control of Germany. To ensure the survival of their group, the National 
Socialists turned to the youth of Germany. Adolf Hitler, the leader of the Nazi Party, intended to 
create a generation of ideal German children, which he described as: “A violently active, 
dominating, intrepid, brutal youth… Youth must be all those things. It must be indifferent to 
pain. There must be no weakness or tenderness in it. I want to see once more in its eyes the 
gleam of pride and independence of the beast of prey…I intend to have an athletic youth… I will 
have no intellectual training. Knowledge is ruin to my young men” (Rauschning 1939, 246-47). 
At the 1935 Nuremberg Rally, Hitler announced: “We have undertaken to give the German 
people an education that begins already in youth and will never come to an end… Nobody will 
be able to say that he has a time in which he is left entirely alone to himself” (Simkin n.d.). From 
1933 to 1936 the “Hitler Youth,” or Hitlerjugend, increased from 50,000 to 5.4 million members 
before it became mandatory in 1939 (United States Holocaust Memorial Museum n.d.). The 
Hitler Youth underwent ideological indoctrination and combat training to prepare for a war to 
defend Germany. The National Socialists carried out an extensive indoctrination process by 
taking control of Germany’s primary school system and instructing youth in the superiority of 
the Aryan race, geographic expansion, and the importance of nationalism (Miller 2016, 3). 
School children read stories sensationalizing militarism and were instructed to follow Hitler. In 
addition to schooling, Hitlerjugend offered extracurricular and outdoor activities like rifle 
shooting, camping, and war games (Miller 2016, 4). Hitler used recreational activities 
strategically to enhance the athleticism of his youth, which would help when they began the final 
stage of the process, military training. 
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 The indoctrination process for the Hitler Youth was both intricate and intense. 
Nevertheless, by the end of its first month in battle, 60 percent of the Hitler Youth Division was 
dead, wounded, or missing (History Place 1999). The fruitless Hitlerjugend was withdrawn from 
the Normandy Front, failed in the Battle of the Bulge, and proved unable to recapture Budapest. 
After numerous defeats, German Commander Kurt Meyer described the once confident and 
eager Nazi youths as now exhausted and filthy, presenting “a picture of deep human misery” 
(Ibid). In 1945, with only 455 soldiers and one tank left, the 12th SS-Panzer Division 
Hitlerjugend surrendered to the United States. A year after the surrender, the Allies required 
German youth to go through a de-Nazification process and training in democracy in an attempt 
to reverse the effects of twelve years of indoctrination (United States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum n.d.). In practice, de-Nazification did little to address the psychological issues or 
mindsets of the Hitler Youth. Instead, it was more of a nation-wide re-structuring process: Nazi 
organizations and institutions were dissolved, Nazi propaganda was censored, and war crime 
trials were held. Under the watchful eye of the Allies, the remaining Hitler Youth had few 
opportunities to reunite. They had nowhere to go, and lacked the skills to fight an underground 
battle (Riddle 2017). Hitler did not train his young army in guerilla warfare tactics, and the aged 
leaders were either arrested or lost credibility with the fall of the Third Reich. Accepting defeat 
was the only realistic option for the lost generation of former Hitler Youth. 
 
V. Hitler Youth and the Cubs of the Caliphate 
“Could it happen again today? Of course it can. Children are like empty vessels: you can fill 
them with good, you can fill them with evil…”  
 
--Alfons Heck as quoted in Heil Hitler: Confessions of a Hitler Youth (1991). 
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There are striking similarities between Adolf Hitler’s vision for the youth of Germany 
and the vision for youth that past and present ISIS leaders have declared. Ideologically, al-
Baghdadi and Hitler both believe that their followers are destined to rule the world (Webb 2016). 
The “Thousand Year Reich,” like the Caliphate, needed the next generation of followers so it 
would not die with the current generation. Nazi Germany and the Islamic State have similarities 
in the way that children and pedagogy are used as means for ensuring the survival of the group 
(Benotman and Malik 2016, 32). In the 1930s, Hitler addressed the children of Germany and 
proclaimed: “You, my youth, are our nation’s most precious guarantee for a great future…” 
(Ayer, Waterford, and Heck 1995, 23). This sentiment was echoed in a 2005 letter from al-
Zawahiri (the present leader of al-Qaeda) to ISIS’ founder Zarqawi. Al-Zawahiri writes, “one of 
the most important things facing the leadership is the enthusiasm of the supporters, and 
especially of the energetic young men who are burning to make the religion victorious” (Global 
Security 2005).  
ISIS and the National Socialists are different from other groups who practice child 
soldiering because they actually prefer children to adults. A Syrian civilian recalled that ISIS 
leaders told adults: “‘We have given up on you, we care about the new generation,’” (Karam and 
Janssen 2015). Hitler expressed a similar opinion: “We older ones are used up… We are rotten to 
the marrow… look at these young men and boys! What material! With them I can make a new 
world” (Rempel 1989, 1). One former ISIS child soldier, Riad, told Human Rights Watch that 
“the leader of the camp said [ISIS] liked the younger ones better… He told me, ‘Tomorrow 
they’ll be a stronger leader or a stronger fighter’” (Human Rights Watch 2014, 21). Favoring the 
“younger ones” supports the theory that ISIS is not recruiting for success in battle today. If Riad, 
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a sixteen year old, felt that children even younger than him were being prioritized, then 
operational effectiveness and success in current battles must not be ISIS’ primary concern.  
Hitler and al-Baghdadi prefer children to adults because they view them as blank slates. 
Children come into the world without any prior knowledge that would give them reason to 
question what someone tells them. Adults would have to adopt extremist ideologies later in life 
when opinions have already been formed (Benotman and Malik 2016, 32). Indoctrinating 
children will ensure that the ideology is a part of their identity and how they view the world. It is 
for this reason that child soldiers can be viewed as superior to adult soldiers.  
Nazi Germany and ISIS bear significant resemblance in their indoctrination tactics as 
well. Like the Hitler Youth, the Cubs of the Caliphate are indoctrinated by means of propaganda, 
school lessons, organized activities, and public demonstrations. Whereas Hitler used pamphlets, 
posters, and films and radio to indoctrinate the youth of Germany, ISIS uses social media 
platforms and produces professional-looking propaganda videos to garner mass attention and 
spread its doctrines (Webb 2016).  
The National Socialists staged public demonstrations and mass rallies, declaring them 
national holidays. Former Nazi child soldier Alfons Heck recalled a rally on Hitler Youth Day: 
“Shortly before noon, 80,000 Hitler Youth were lined up in rows as long as the entire stadium. 
When Hitler finally appeared, we greeted him with a thundering, triple ‘Sieg Heil,’ (Hail to 
Victory)… Then his voice rose… ‘You, my youth,’ he shouted, with his eyes seeming to stare 
right at me, ‘Never forget that one day you will rule the world.’ For minutes on end, we shouted 
at the top of our lungs, with tears streaming down our faces: ‘Sieg Heil, Sieg Heil, Sieg Heil!’ 
From that moment on, I belonged to Adolf Hitler body and soul” (Ayer, Waterford, and Heck 
1995, 23). 
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There are propaganda videos and photos of ISIS holding rallies in town squares, 
depicting similar scenes of youth rushing to surround soldiers with cheers and excitement. A 
substantial 31 percent of total ISIS propaganda showcases ISIS providing schooling, medical and 
civil services, and jobs (Benotman and Malik 2016, 18). This utopian and state-building 
propaganda is an attempt to show the public that ISIS has legitimate statehood (Ibid). Although 
there is no ISIS nation yet, ISIS is trying to construct a special kind of nationalism by 
ideologically indoctrinating its youth through propaganda. ISIS is attempting to create a national 
identity among children to bring about loyalty to the Islamic State. 
Schoolchildren living in ISIS-controlled territories learn basic skills in chilling ways. 
Math textbooks contain practice exercises that consist of counting bullets or machine guns 
(Gramer 2017). Being tech savvy, the group has developed an app for mobile phones intended to 
help children learn the alphabet. Here are a few examples of how the app teaches the ABCs 
(Gramer 2017): 
“B is for Bunduqiyya (gun)” 
“D is for Dababa (tank)” 
“S is for Sayf (sword)”  
 
Mia Bloom explains the logic behind this learning approach: “There’s a need to 
physically and mentally prepare children to be the ‘next generation’ of fighters… It exposes the 
children to violence in a routine and daily fashion so it ceases to be shocking and normalizes 
violence” (Gramer 2017). Less violent imagery was present in the lessons taught in Nazi-
controlled German schools, but information was still heavily laden with bias. Educators taught in 
a fashion that revered Germany while condemning other countries and races. History textbooks 
explained that Germany suffered from overcrowding, and for all Germans to have a home, the 
country needed to regain its colonies. The story of how Germany lost its colonies was told in a 
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way to incite rage towards other nations, which would rouse the youth to fight a war to defend 
the German state and take back its colonies (Miller 2016, 35). 
 Al-Baghdadi is more successful than Hitler was in effectively cutting off outside options 
for their child recruits. In Nazi Germany, German parents were free to leave Germany to avoid 
putting their children in the Hitler Youth (Facing History n.d.). ISIS has made leaving difficult, if 
not impossible. There is no way for anyone living in ISIS-controlled areas to register their 
newborn child with government officials. No independently issued documents can help establish 
a child’s identity, so the only state these children technically belong to is the Islamic State 
(Houry 2016).  Refugees have a hard enough time finding asylum in other countries, but without 
proper papers, countries can turn them away or even arrest them. 
An analysis of the Hitler Youth provides useful insight regarding ISIS’ rationale for the 
recruitment of child soldiers: Both groups have indicated that their purpose in indoctrinating 
children was to prepare for the future. It is not unreasonable to suggest that ISIS leaders may 
have taken notes from Nazi Germany. When the Egyptian Armed Forces captured ISIS troops in 
2016, a photo they took of the hideout was released on Twitter (Webb 2016). By no mistake, an 
Arabic version of Hitler’s famed autobiography, Mein Kampf (1925), can be spotted amongst the 
remaining belongings of soldiers who were captured there. If ISIS is taking tactics from Hitler, 
we can conclude that their goals may be similar. 
 
VI. The Indoctrinated Child Soldiers of the Islamic State 
What is unique about ISIS’ practices of child soldiering and ideological indoctrination is 
that no group has ever started the process as young. Whereas Hitler began indoctrinating boys at 
the age of ten, ten-year-olds living under the Islamic State have already graduated from Cub 
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training camp (Omar, Vinograd, and Balkiz 2014). Noman Benotman, President of counter-
extremist organization Quilliam, asserts that indoctrination in the Islamic State begins at birth 
and only increases in schools and training camps. In 2016, over 31,000 women living under the 
Islamic State became pregnant (Benotman and Malik 2016, 8). Many of these pregnancies are 
the result of systematic rape committed by ISIS members who wish to breed the next generation 
of fighters (Otten 2017). Nikita Malik, a senior researcher at Quilliam, informs us that the 
unusually large number of pregnant women “‘shows it’s not being done randomly in any way, 
this is a very long-term preparation for these children to grow up with severe religious, 
theological and national indoctrination’” (Cowburn 2016).  
ISIS’ extreme brutality featured in propaganda containing children also makes them 
different from other groups who use child soldiers. ISIS propaganda is not by any means limited 
to the attractive photos and videos described above; the majority of Islamic State media featuring 
children relates to violence (Benotman and Malik 2016, 18). By featuring children as fighters, 
ISIS is indicating to foreign governments, “although you prepare your armies, we too are 
preparing ours” (Wilayat Raqqa 2016). 
In an intensely disturbing propaganda video titled “He Made Me Alive With His Blood,” 
a toddler points a gun at a man who is shackled to a fence, and subsequently fires multiple shots 
into his head (Clarion Project 2017). The accuracy of the toddler’s shots is remarkable, 
suggesting that this child has already undergone some training and is familiar with how to shoot 
a gun effectively. After the child shoots the man multiple times, he raises his gun into the air and 
shouts “Allahu Akbar” twice, a cry that can be translated as “God is greater.” This exclamation 
can be taken as evidence that the child has already associated in his mind that this violent act and 
loyalty to Allah go hand in hand. The child understands that by committing this violence, he has 
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done right by Allah. The ideology of ISIS has already been ingrained, and the exposure to 
violence has only amplified his ferocity.  
The role occupied by the child in this video is also of importance. The previous chapter 
identified roles child combatants traditionally occupy in war, and executioner was not discussed. 
This is because no other group has used child soldiers as executioners so extensively. Over a six-
month period in 2016, ISIS propaganda featured 12 child executioners (Benotman and Malik 
2016, 19). Taking it into one’s own hands to kill a disbeliever at point-blank range is an intense 
experience that displays utmost loyalty to the group. ISIS’ executions, while often public or 
filmed, manifest as a more intimate form of killing than suicide bombing or battlefield fire 
because of how close the child soldier is to the victim in proximity, as well as the dramatic build 
up to the moment. These factors make the role of executioner a more emotional and ritual 
experience that could ensue further allegiance from children who undertake this duty. Mia 
Bloom describes the graduation of Cubs from witnessing executions to carrying them out as the 
“final, and most extreme test of loyalty within the organization” (Bloom 2015). 
ISIS uses this kind of macabre propaganda featuring child soldiers to wage its war with 
the West: “They never have to win a battle but can instead profit in the realm of public opinion 
from the glorious martyrdom entailed in their defeats. We think the struggle is fought on the 
ground, but they know the struggle is really fought on satellite TV, and they are far more 
sophisticated than we are in using it” (Brooks 2004). 
The effort and resources that go into preparing the youth of the Islamic State can be taken 
as an indicator that these children are not being recruited just to die. Mia Bloom explains: “How 
much you educate the child indicates whether you see them as the next generation or cannon 
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fodder” (Boghani 2015). Bloom underscores this point by drawing a comparison with child 
fighters in African conflicts, who typically do not receive any sort of education (Bloom 2015).  
Experts estimate that the Islamic State is currently recruiting thousands of children 
(Carter 2016). ISIS militant Abu Dujana boasted that there are Cub training camps in every 
region under ISIS control (Omar, Vinograd, and Balkiz 2014). Given how many child soldiers 
and training camps exist, one can reasonably expect that maintaining and growing this operation 
is extremely expensive. The amount of money ISIS is willing to spend on its child combatants is 
unusual, especially for a non-state group with limited funds. Islamic State recruiters pay parents 
as much as $500/month per child to attend ISIS training camps, which adds up to a significant 
sum of money (Alfred 2016). 
The emphasis ISIS has placed on ideological indoctrination answers the question of why 
ISIS opts for child soldiers despite their need for more training. Author David Brooks explains, 
“When you see that our enemies are primarily an intellectual movement, not a terrorist army, you 
can see why they are in no hurry. With their extensive indoctrination infrastructure of madrassas 
and mosques, they’re still building strength, laying the groundwork for decades of struggle” 
(Brooks 2004). By the time the Cubs of the Caliphate develop into grown adults, they will be so 
indoctrinated and obedient that they will constitute the deadliest force on the battlefield. In a 
2015 documentary, a fourteen-year-old former ISIS child combatant testifies, “They are making 
a new generation for the Caliphate to fight infidels. There are many children who now have 
absolute loyalty … and you will never be able to persuade him to give up his ideas” (Williams 
2015). This child soldier articulates the crux of the challenge posed by ideologically 
indoctrinated child soldiers—they will never abandon their fight.  
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VII. Conclusion  
 The Hitler Youth was unsuccessful on the battlefield mostly due to Allied artillery and air 
superiority. ISIS would likely face similar force today if international actors invaded, but ISIS 
would not fall to the same fate because its members are not as geographically isolated as Nazi 
followers were. ISIS members are not concentrated in one country, but rather can be found all 
over the world. Attacking one region will not defeat all the ideologically indoctrinated and 
committed members of ISIS. Moreover, continued airstrikes in Iraq and Syria will only further 
destabilize the region, making it even more of a breeding ground for small terrorist militias. In 
the past few years, Western forces in Iraq and Syria have pushed ISIS members out to other areas 
across the Middle East and North Africa, where they can find safe haven in underground cells or 
refugee and Internally Displaced Persons camps. If these individuals are ideologically 
indoctrinated and therefore do not lose sight of the mission as ISIS intends, they can hide out 
until the Western forces leave and plot their next attack in the mean time.  
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Chapter Four: The Final Battle 
 
“Their apocalyptic narrative goes something like this: the military fortunes of the Islamic State 
grow and grow, using military ground forces, sleeper cells in Europe—perhaps even stolen 
nuclear weapons. Terrorist attacks and refugee streams drive a hard wedge between Muslim and 
infidel populations around the world, so that the Muslims worldwide will have no choice but to 
join ISIS and become their army, overthrowing local governments. All of this draws infidel 
armies into a climactic battle at Dabiq in Northern Syria in 2025. The West is defeated and the 
caliphate is global. But it does not last long. New gods, Gog and Magog, appear and the entire 
planet is destroyed while all true believers are raptured to heaven. Game over.” 
 
--Former U.S. Diplomat John Graham (Graham 2016) 
 
I. Introduction 
 Now that it has been established ISIS is ideologically indoctrinating its child soldiers to 
ensure the survival of the Caliphate, we must turn to what kind of events ISIS might be preparing 
its youth for. ISIS’ vision for the future includes fighting a dramatic final battle in Dabiq, Syria. 
ISIS wants to goad the United States or other Western forces into putting troops on the ground 
and fighting a conventional war on ISIS soil (Wood 2015). In an ISIS propaganda video from 
2015, a masked executioner states: “Here we are, burying the first American crusader in Dabiq, 
eagerly waiting for the remainder of your armies to arrive,” (Ibid).  
 In this chapter I examine the U.S.’s current approach to fighting ISIS and its child 
soldiers, and discuss how the Trump administration may shift tactics. I consider what would 
happen if the United States launched a full-scale invasion of Syria in the near future, and argue 
that ISIS is training its child soldiers in anticipation of this battle. Finally, I reflect on how child 
fighters would change the nature of the war. 
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II. The United States’ Approach to Fighting ISIS, 2017-2018 
 
“My message to Trump, the puppet of the Jews, Allah has promised this victory and he has 
promised you for defeat… By the law of Allah we will have victory, so get ready for the fighting 
has just begun”  
 
--Yusuf, ten-year-old ISIS child soldier (Dearden 2017). 
 
 
 Pentagon officials recently declared the defeat of the physical Caliphate, citing ISIS’ 
substantial territorial losses in Iraq and Syria (Qiu 2018). In January 2015, the Islamic State 
controlled 35,000 square miles of land. As of January 2018, the group controls only 2,500 square 
miles (Ibid). However, territory does not tell the full story. The Pentagon’s statement was 
premature and overly optimistic, as revealed by a New York Times article published just one 
month after the declaration (Qiu 2018). The article cited reactions of experts and officials to what 
was discovered in the aftermath of a U.S. airstrike on January 20th, 2018. The strike hit a major 
IS command center, which was found to be housing “a heavy concentration of ISIS fighters who 
appear to have been massing for movement…” (Schmitt 2018). U.S. officials were taken aback 
by how many ISIS fighters were there. Major General James B. Jarrard reflected on his surprise: 
“ISIS continues to demonstrate the ability to mass large numbers in its attempt to retain a 
stronghold in Syria” (Ibid).  
 In the article, experts overwhelmingly disputed the Pentagon’s assertion that ISIS had 
been defeated. Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen Nielsen stressed that ISIS fighters will not 
disappear, and that they are fleeing to other parts of the region to hide out underground, where 
they can safely plan attacks (Schmitt 2018). General Selva, Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
said: “The thought that these foreign fighters who have participated in this fight now for over 
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two years will quietly leave Syria and return to their jobs as shopkeepers in Paris, in Brussels, in 
Copenhagen, is ludicrous… That’s a very compelling problem” (Ibid). 
  In January 2018, Secretary of Defense James N. Mattis gave a speech emphasizing the 
threat ISIS poses even without territory (Mattis 2018). This view reflects that of many experts, 
who expect that ISIS’ violent extremist attacks overseas will increase before they decrease (IHS 
Markit 2017). The rationale behind this projection is that territorial losses are galvanizing ISIS to 
escalate its attacks to compensate (Ibid). ISIS leaders have lent support to this theory in the past. 
Former War Minister of the Islamic State, Abu Hamza al-Muhajir, expressed in 2008 that the 
Islamic State would compensate for events that undermine ISIS’ authority by increasing killings: 
“Some have written fatwas calling for the dissolution of the [Islamic] State. They have claimed 
that it is a paper state, an Internet state. They have encouraged criminals to act against it. Blood 
has been shed on account of their fatwas” (al-Muhajir 2008). In addition to expecting that attacks 
abroad will increase as ISIS continues to lose territory, analysts have asserted that ISIS has 
already prepared its members for the loss of territory, and that neither military nor territorial 
conquest will change the beliefs of ISIS followers (IHS Markit 2017).  
 At the time of this writing, the Trump administration is contemplating options for moving 
ahead with the fight against ISIS. There are currently multiple possibilities on the table but no 
final decisions have been made. It is unknown what changes Trump will make to the current 
strategies for fighting ISIS, which mostly consist of supporting the Iraqi army and precision 
airstrikes. On one hand, Trump pledges “America First,” a position of non-interventionism and 
staying out of other countries. On the other hand, Trump has used aggressive rhetoric when 
asked about how he will defeat ISIS, such as promising to “bomb the hell” out of ISIS-controlled 
areas (Starr and Collinson 2017). In 2017, when asked about how the Trump administration 
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would change U.S. military tactics in Iraq and Syria, Secretary Mattis responded: “I think it’s 
getting there as rapidly as possible, where it would be a more accelerated campaign” (Starr and 
Collinson 2017). Albeit a vague statement, an “accelerated campaign” could involve eliminating 
the limit that Obama imposed on the number of U.S. troops permitted to be stationed in Iraq. 
Obama set the cap at no more than 5,262 American soldiers (Starr and Collinson 2017).  
 The United States seems hesitant to put more troops on the ground, but multiple officials 
associated with the current administration believe it may be necessary to defeat ISIS. Michael 
Flynn admitted, “the sad fact is that we have to put troops on the ground. We won’t succeed 
against this enemy with air strikes alone… This won’t be possible quickly” (Flynn 2015). 
General Joseph Dunford, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, revealed that the U.S. military is 
considering staying in Iraq for many years to stabilize it after the awaited defeat of ISIS (Starr 
and Collinson 2017). Most recently, Major General James Jarrard of Operation Inherent Resolve 
said that the fight to liberate Syria is far from over, indicating that American troops will remain 
in Syria indeterminately (Syeed 2018). Since deploying more troops to Syria and Iraq and 
intensifying the fight against ISIS on the ground is a possibility acknowledged by a number of 
U.S. officials, it is essential to prepare for what could follow as a result of that decision. 
 Many experts caution that sending more troops and thus escalating the war on the ground 
could strengthen ISIS. John Graham warns that deploying American troops to the region for the 
“final battle” that ISIS is preparing for would be a mistake (Graham 2016). He believes that 
doing so would provide a boost to ISIS’ recruiting because the leadership could then claim that 
the prophecy is coming true (Ibid). Journalist Graeme Wood concurred with this statement after 
seeing a flurry of tweets in 2015: “After mujahideen reported having seen American soldiers in 
battle, Islamic State Twitter accounts erupted in spasms of pleasure, like overenthusiastic hosts 
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upon the arrival of the first guests at a party” (Wood 2015). Wood explains further what these 
celebratory Tweets indicate: “If the United States were to invade, the Islamic State’s obsession 
with battle at Dabiq suggests that it might send vast resources there, as if in a conventional 
battle… the risks of escalation are enormous… An invasion would be a huge propaganda victory 
for jihadists worldwide… another invasion and occupation would confirm that suspicion, and 
bolster recruitment. Add the incompetence of our previous efforts as occupiers, and we have 
reason for reluctance” (Wood 2015). 
 
 
III. The United States’ Approach to Addressing Child Soldiering in Iraq and Syria 
 
“To remain relevant, military studies must address all the new actors in warfare, even the littlest 
ones.”  
 
--P.W. Singer (Singer 2001, 157) 
 
 
 Singer theorizes that, “child soldiers are an inescapable new feature of the modern 
battlefield” (Singer 2001, 167). Singer underscores this belief in many of his scholarly works, 
arguing that the increasing use of child combatants demands more attention from the U.S. 
government and military (Singer 2001; Singer 2003; Singer 2005). The Trump administration 
has somewhat acknowledged that human trafficking is a big and urgent issue. Human trafficking 
is a large umbrella term that includes the use of children in armed conflicts. At a Session on 
Domestic and International Human Trafficking in February 2017, Trump promised that his 
administration would prioritize the end of human trafficking, and that the U.S. government 
would bring “full force and weight” to solve “the human trafficking epidemic” (Trump 2017). 
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U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley asserted that, “standing up to modern 
slavery and forced labor is a core element of foreign policy” (Stohl and Dick 2017a).  
 The U.S. Department of State’s most recent Trafficking in Persons Report (June 2017) 
ranked every state according to the government’s efforts to stop human trafficking in their 
respective countries. Each country was evaluated based on how many laws it has enacted to stop 
human trafficking, and how many criminal penalties it has imposed for these offenses 
(Trafficking in Persons Report 2017, 25). The report identified countries where children are 
being recruited as fighters by both state and non-state actors, and offers guidance for prevention 
of the practice, protection for the victims, and prosecution for the perpetrators. The report 
demoted Iraq to the Tier 2 Watchlist (Trafficking in Persons Report 2017, 213). It asserted that in 
2016, Iraq failed to identify any trafficking victims. Moreover, there are no facilities in Iraq that 
offer specialized services to trafficking victims, including ISIS child soldiers (Ibid). Syria has 
maintained its Tier 3 ranking (Ibid, 380). The report states that the Syrian government has 
“directly contributed to the vulnerability of the population to trafficking and continued to 
perpetrate human trafficking crimes routinely” (Ibid). It alleges that the actions of the Syrian 
government have amplified the degree of human trafficking offenses (Ibid, 381). ISIS’ 
exploitation of children was mentioned in both the Iraq and Syria profiles, detailing ISIS’ use of 
child soldiers and sex slaves. While it is a step in the right direction to identify and inform, the 
Trump administration has done little legally and politically to reduce and prevent the usage of 
child soldiers. 
 Trump could demonstrate his commitment to stopping the use of child soldiers by 
revising policies to close loopholes or alter the language within such policies to be more specific. 
The primary piece of U.S. legislation that addresses child soldiering is The Child Soldiers 
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Prevention Act of 2008 (CSPA), signed by George W. Bush to pressure foreign governments to 
stop using child soldiers (Stohl and Dick 2017b). CSPA achieves this by leveraging valuable 
U.S. military assistance and arms sales to countries that recruit children for armed conflict. Yet, 
just months after Trump declared his administration’s dedication to ending human trafficking, he 
waived CSPA prohibitions for five of the eight countries identified for using child combatants in 
government armed forces or government-supported armed groups (Stohl and Dick 2017b). The 
annual list itself also drew outrage, as it omitted three states with well-known child soldier usage, 
including Iraq. This decision was made by Secretary of State Rex Tillerson, who came under fire 
for giving a pass to governments that use child soldiers. Experts say this move sends the wrong 
message to foreign governments, and undermines the Trump administration’s ability to reduce 
the use of child soldiers (Stohl and Dick 2017c). Further, officials responded to Secretary 
Tillerson’s decision by asserting that he was in violation of federal law (Baumgaertner 2017).  
 The Trump administration is not unique in its failure to hold governments actually 
accountable for child soldiering. Obama frequently waived CSPA’s prohibitions and authorized 
billions of dollars of military assistance to countries with known child soldier usage (Stohl and 
Dick 2017b). Experts see the Trump administration as simply carrying on Obama’s unfavorable 
legacy in dealing with child soldiers (Ibid).  
 
IV. ISIS’ Preparation for Dabiq and its Aftermath 
 
Anticipation 
 ISIS has strategic advantages that will serve it well before, during, and after a future 
conventional battle against the West in Dabiq. Armed insurgent groups that have previously 
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challenged U.S. forces in the region, such as al-Qaeda in the aftermath of the Iraq war, caused 
problems for the United States, but were only in their beginning stages of formation. Al-Qaeda 
and similar groups did not yet have the influence, prestige, or experience that ISIS has today. At 
the time of the Iraq war, al-Qaeda did not have as many fighters, resources, or supporters, and 
was split in two political factions. Al-Qaeda was not as united or organized as ISIS is now. Al-
Qaeda was also never a state—ISIS is a well-established bureaucratic organization made up of 
individuals bonded by their loyalty to the Caliphate.  
 ISIS and al-Qaeda stand in stark contrast to one another on the subject of the Caliphate. 
Where al-Baghdadi is on an adamant and immediate quest for territory, Osama bin Laden was 
more focused on attacking Americans. In a 2007 letter from bin Laden to al-Qaeda official 
Atiyah Abd al-Rahman, bin Laden writes, “You should ask them to avoid insisting on the 
formation of an Islamic State at the time being, but to work on breaking the power of our main 
enemy by attacking American embassies…We should stress on the importance of timing in 
establishing the Islamic State” (Groll and Francis 2015). Bin Laden viewed the Caliphate as an 
end goal to slowly work towards. Al-Baghdadi wants the state established now. Since ISIS’ 
vision asserts that the Caliphate will only become global after the West is defeated at Dabiq, it is 
crucial to al-Baghdadi that this battle happens soon. ISIS is not only prepared, but also excited, 
to challenge any foreign actor who may launch a large-scale invasion. 
 
War Strategies 
 If Western forces invade the region, ISIS has an advantage in regard to war tactics, and 
Western soldiers must be prepared for the conditions they may encounter. ISIS relies heavily on 
guerilla tactics and asymmetric warfare strategies, such as suicide bombing soft targets (Schmitt 
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2018). ISIS regularly carries out operations in secrecy, has an extensive network of underground 
tunnels, and its members are highly skilled in making homemade weapons and explosives. ISIS’ 
youth in particular are well equipped for this struggle, having undergone years of training in 
anticipation. These talents and assets give ISIS an upper hand if outside forces invade. ISIS has 
the abilities necessary to fight an underground battle for which the West is ill prepared, due to 
the intrinsic nature of guerilla fighting. In guerilla warfare, highly flexible inferior units launch 
unexpected and sudden attacks on superior forces (Faila 2017, 21). It is difficult for conventional 
armies to prepare to counter such precipitous offenses.  
 Jeffrey B. White from the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency writes that, in fighting 
guerilla forces, all conventional armies carry the “ball and chain” of their logistic system (White 
2007). He explains that sophisticated mechanized forces do not have much operational flexibility 
or mobility because they have incredible amounts of fuel and ammunition to carry, creating 
vulnerabilities that can be easily exploited. White argues that non-conventional forces are less 
limited by these types of logistical burdens. Instead, their weaponry is light, transportable, and 
simple enough that if damaged, can be quickly repaired by members of the group (Ibid). While 
Western armies have incredible force, discipline, and organizational support, rebel fighters do 
not pursue decisive battles (White 2007). Raids and ambushes draw out the war, slowly bleeding 
out and tiring Western soldiers who are not experienced or fluent in this type of warfare. 
 Apart from having the benefit of expert guerilla tactics and fighting on its own turf at 
Dabiq, ISIS’ use of child fighters gives the group another special advantage in combating 
Western soldiers. Child combatants change the nature of war, and pose distinct challenges for 
conventional forces. Singer describes child soldiers as some of the most savage fighters in war, 
and asserts that the younger the child is, the more vicious they tend to be in battle (Singer 2005, 
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106). He claims that when child soldiers are fighting, wars tend to be bloodier (Ibid, 95). Tynes 
and Early’s global analysis of child soldier use confirmed this hypothesis, finding that when 
child soldiers were involved in battle, casualty counts were higher (Tynes and Early 2014, 99). In 
addition, Haer and Böhmelt’s data revealed that conflict recurrence was more likely when 
children were present in war (Haer and Böhmelt 2016, 410). One scholar elaborates, “War 
children have difficulty turning into peace children and this, itself, may contribute to prolonging 
conflicts” (Udombana 2006, 71).  
 Tiefenbrun argues that child fighters add to the chaos of war. She asserts that youth are 
less attune to the consequences of their actions, and therefore are more likely to violate the laws 
of war (Tiefenbrun 2007, 431). Because of the disorder their presence causes, child soldiers do 
not necessarily need to be conventionally operationally effective to challenge enemy combatants. 
Child soldiers remain a threat in battle by participating in attacks that do not require much skill, 
such as targeting innocent civilians (Human Rights Watch 2008). Human wave attacks are 
another war strategy that does not require much military expertise. Inexperienced child soldiers 
commonly carry out human wave attacks, which are devised to overpower the adversary by sheer 
numbers (Singer 2005, 107). A large reserve of child soldiers can also benefit armed groups by 
allowing them to swiftly replace battlefield losses (Bloom, Horgan, and Winter 2016; Singer 
2005, 98). 
 A primary reason why Western soldiers are unprepared for this particular battle is that 
they will face a moral dilemma when they are forced to choose between shooting a child, or 
being shot by one. The Western forces who encountered child soldiers on the battlefield in World 
War II are an example of how fighting children takes a toll on soldiers’ resolve. Despite being on 
the brink of victory, the American units that fought the Hitler Youth in 1945 had the lowest 
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morale of any U.S. unit during the whole course of the war (Internet Archive 2003). American 
soldiers reported that they were extremely unsettled fighting children. Similarly, the British 
soldiers who fought the Hitler Youth had high levels of post-traumatic stress disorder (Ibid). In 
addition to this personal predicament, the U.S. army would face a public relations quandary if 
American adult soldiers engaged children in battle. If the U.S. was observed fighting child 
soldiers, individuals around the world would become enraged, and ISIS supporters could depict 
these youngsters as martyrs to justify waging jihad (Singer 2003).  
 
Enduring Commitment 
 Even if the West makes significant gains in this potential future battle, ISIS will still not 
be obliterated because its ideologically indoctrinated followers will seek to reunite the group. 
One group of scholars interviewed 63 ISIS defectors and foreign fighters between 2014 and 2017 
(Speckhard, Shajkovci, and Yayla 2018). They found that many individuals were not true 
defectors; the researchers classified these individuals as “Islamic State returnees.” The scholars 
found that some ISIS “defectors” simply left Syria to return to their home countries and carry out 
attacks there. Others rejected ISIS for some time, but then rejoined the group after having 
difficulty reintegrating back into civil society. One foreign ISIS fighter from Kosovo reported, “I 
am temporarily disengaged. I will return. I have established my life in the Islamic State… 
Defecting means switching allegiance and commitment. I have not abandoned my brothers and 
sisters in Syria…. I have found a new purpose in life” (R.B., interviewed in March 2016, 
Kosovo).    
 ISIS has put a lot of effort into ensuring that if its current leadership is wiped out, the 
intensely indoctrinated next generation will carry on the message of the Islamic State. Nikita 
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Malik explains: “Children make great props for a terrorist organisation but the deeper message is 
that ‘our losses don’t matter because… look at how dangerous these children are’” (Dearden 
2017). Umm is a Syrian girl who was indoctrinated by ISIS during her teen years. She was 
forced into three marriages to ISIS fighters, and ran away out of fear of being forced into a 
fourth. When Umm spoke to Speckhard, Shajkovci, and Yayla, however, she maintained, “ISIS 
is a really good group, I have to help them… They are not as bad as people tell. ISIS is good. 
Woman are covered over there… I would do the same thing again if given the opportunity… I 
want to go back… I will go back and fight with them” (Umm Rasheed, age twenty-one, 
interviewed in May 2016, Turkey). Umm also disclosed that she invited many women in Raqqa 
to join ISIS, and shared her enthusiasm about her son – currently a small baby – becoming an 
ISIS martyr in a few years (Speckhard, Shajkovci, and Yayla 2018).  
 In 2016, journalist Anthony Loyd interviewed several ISIS child soldiers at a juvenile 
remand center in Kirkuk, Iraq. One boy he spoke to was Mohammed Ahmed Ismael, described 
by the wardens as “dangerous and unrepentant” (Loyd 2017). Mohammed is a heavily 
indoctrinated 15-year-old who was arrested by Iraqi forces in 2016, just seconds before he could 
detonate his suicide bomb. Mohammed is now awaiting trial with an expected ten-year minimum 
sentence. Because of his young age, Mohammed will still have some fighting years left in him 
when he has finished serving his time. Given the strength of his ideological commitment, it is 
likely that he will retain his devotion to the Islamic State. The governor told Loyd that he was 
“absolutely sure [Mohammed] would go back to the Daesh the moment he was released” (Ibid). 
Locking up indoctrinated child combatants will do no good without also providing rehabilitative 
or de-radicalization programs that will incentivize them not to go back to ISIS and commit more 
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acts of terror upon return to society. Without these programs, child soldiers will remain a threat 
and continue to play a central role in ensuring ISIS’ survival.  
 
V. Conclusion 
 In sum, this chapter has not argued for or against any proposed way forward in fighting 
ISIS. It has instead weighed how ISIS and the United States would approach a potential future 
war, and how child soldiers would change the nature of the conflict. Even if there is no 
escalation of ground war, terrorist attacks abroad committed in the name of ISIS will still pose a 
major threat to global security. The fight against ISIS is not about territory, but ideology, and 
combating ISIS-inspired violence around the world remains a daunting task. No matter how the 
United States proceeds with the fight against ISIS, to do so effectively, American soldiers, 
commanders, and intelligence advisers must understand who ISIS is, where they came from, and 
what they want. Unfortunately, Westerners have not even begun to understand ISIS and the 
ideology that inspires hundreds of thousands of individuals around the world to pledge ultimate 
fidelity to the Caliphate. As Commander of American Special Forces in the Middle East, Major 
General Michael K. Nagata, confessed: “We have not defeated the idea… We do not even 
understand the idea” (Schmitt 2014). Until we do, ISIS will not be eradicated, and its young 
followers will remain committed to waging violent jihad for years to come. 
 The United States government must proceed carefully, and with tact. ISIS, and its child 
fighters in particular, are well prepared for the battle we may give them, and receptive to the 
resulting instability that a U.S. invasion would produce. The next and final chapter will discuss 
ways to refute the message of the Islamic State that has inspired many youths to take up arms, as 
well as ways to move ahead in facing the challenges posed by ISIS’ child soldiers. 
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Chapter Five: Hearts and Minds 
“There was something else there that lent him the fractured aura of youth: a peculiar absence of 
adulthood. As if somehow all that should have naturally evolved within his mind during his 
teenage years – rationale and reason, preconcepts and the roots of self-belief – were missing. Just 
the frightful postgraduation of terror remained, so that seated before me he was at once the echo 
of a lost boy and the whisper of an unformed man.” 
 
--Anthony Loyd describing ISIS child soldier Ali Khatan abdul Wahab Mahmoud.  
Mahmoud is currently 21 years old and held at a youth remand center in Kirkuk (Loyd 2017). 
 
I. Introduction 
 This final chapter discusses ways the United States and our allies can move forward in 
addressing the challenges faced by ISIS’ child combatants now and for years to come. I take a 
“hearts and minds” approach to the topic, asserting that an ideological counteroffensive is 
necessary to confront the intellectual message of the Islamic State that inspires so many young 
people to commit violent acts in the name of Islam (Brooks 2016). I use a version of the 
traditional Disarmament, Demobilization and Reintegration (DDR) framework (UNDDR 2006) 
that is tweaked to acknowledge the special role of ideological indoctrination for ISIS’ specific 
practice of child soldiering, considering Demobilization, De-radicalization and Reintegration. 
This model better addresses the distinct nature of ISIS’ recruitment of youth: “We are dealing 
with children who have not just been abducted and given arms to launch attacks, but with 
children who have been given a cause, an ideology and a very large investment in their 
education” (Nikita Malik as quoted in Loyd 2017).  
 
II. Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration (DDR) for Conventional Conflicts 
 DDR is a multifaceted process that aims to bring about peace, stability, and security in 
post-conflict environments (UNDDR 2005). It is a process by which ex-combatants are gradually 
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accepted back into civilian life socially, politically, and economically. The first stage, 
disarmament, involves confiscating and disposing of weapons. The second step, demobilization, 
refers to the discharge of active combatants from armed groups. Combatants receive temporary 
assistance such as food, water and shelter at this stage, and are usually transferred to provisional 
centers or camps. The last step, reintegration, is a long-term process by which ex-combatants are 
reintegrated into their communities. They regain their political, economic, and social rights (the 
right to vote, the right to employment), and are officially considered civilians again. 
Reintegration is a fundamentally social process, necessitating the involvement and cooperation 
of the ex-combatant’s family and community (Commission of the African Union 2014, 9).  
 The majority of DDR programs have been implemented in Africa, directed by the United 
Nations with the assistance of other non-governmental organizations (Hanson 2007). Results of 
these programs have been mixed. Most complications arise in the final phase of reintegration, 
which has been referred to as “the Achilles heel of DDR” (Hanson 2007). For example, DDR in 
Sierra Leone was successful at disarming and demobilizing over 70,000 combatants, but failed to 
ensure reintegration, leaving an entire generation of young male ex-combatants unemployed and 
feeling neglected by the government (Sesay and Suma 2009, 33). Reintegration efforts also fell 
flat in the Congo, described by Amnesty International as “chaotic and problematic,” with little 
relief or renewed opportunity for victims of war to begin a new life (Hanson 2007). One 
Congolese former fighter expressed anger that he risked his life to turn in his gun as part of 
DDR, and was now unable to feed his family. Resentful and unemployed, he demanded his 
weapon be returned to him (Ibid). As this man’s experience and resulting sentiment 
demonstrates, an incompetent DDR program is the perfect recipe for inviting renewed conflict 
and persisting hostilities. 
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 When designing effective DDR programs, one must look closely at the specific nature of 
the conflict, and the environment in which the armed group operates. Then, the basic framework 
must be adjusted accordingly. In the case of ISIS, DDR must start before the conflict ends, 
breaking with the norm in previous cases of waiting until hostilities terminate. Since terrorists do 
not fight decisive, conventional wars, a post-conflict state will not arise anytime soon. Threats 
from ISIS will persist indefinitely; making it paramount that DDR programs are established now. 
In addition to modifying the time frame, I exclude the disarmament phase from my version of 
DDR because collecting and counting weapons is not a central focus of this process; addressing 
Cubs’ mindsets are far more important. A de-radicalization stage must be added to the traditional 
framework to heal ISIS’ young ex-combatants. De-radicalization programs for this specific class 
of former soldiers are necessary because of the central role of ideological indoctrination.  
 It is true that any successful DDR program will require significant funding and sustained 
foreign assistance, especially with a group as complex as ISIS. The benefits, however, will 
absolutely outweigh the costs. In 2013, Barack Obama gave a speech at the National Defense 
University about the future of the United States’ fight against terrorism. He emphasized that 
“foreign assistance cannot be viewed as charity. It is fundamental to our national security, and 
any sensible long-term strategy to battle extremism.” He justified that, “foreign assistance is a 
tiny fraction of what we spend fighting wars that our assistance might ultimately prevent” 
(Obama 2013). Obama stressed that continuous diplomatic engagement, effective partnerships, 
and comprehensive strategies are necessary to counter terrorism and extremist ideologies abroad 
(Ibid). The version of “DDR” that this thesis proposes – Demobilization, De-radicalization and 
Reintegration – is inspired by Obama’s collaborative and sustained approach. 
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III. Demobilizing Cubs 
 Demobilization is defined as, “the formal and controlled discharge of active combatants 
from armed forces” (UNDDR 2005). The demobilization stage begins once fighters have been 
disarmed and transported to safe facilities. In the Democratic Republic of Congo, former child 
combatants entered a UNICEF transitory care center where they were kept for three months, 
receiving medical care and psychological counseling (World Health Organization 2006). 
Teaching life skills and economic independence were key components of the center’s initiatives. 
DRC children who successfully completed vocational training were gifted with start-up kits, 
such as carpentry or hairdressing tools, to help them attain employment after they departed the 
center (Ibid). This facility is a prototypical model of a demobilization center. Official DDR 
programs for ISIS’ Cubs have not yet been designed, but there are ongoing efforts to demobilize 
the child soldiers who have escaped ISIS. These practices can be analyzed and evaluated with 
DDR standards in mind, in anticipation of a formal process in the future.  
 Government officials in Iraq and Syria are struggling with how to deal with the Cubs. 
Over the past couple of years, detention facilities in the region have swelled with individuals 
suspected of having ties to ISIS. Hundreds of these detainees are children, mostly rounded up by 
the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG). While it is progress that some of these children 
have been disarmed and demobilized through this process, there are troubling reports of torture 
and unlawful detainment in the facilities (Human Rights Watch 2017). A juvenile detention 
center in Erbil made headlines in 2017, when 17 incarcerated youth alleged abuse and torture at 
the hands of KRG officials while in lock up (Ibid). The suspected ISIS-involved children, ages 
11 to 17, were denied access to lawyers, translators or family members, given electric shocks, 
put in stress positions and beaten. As is often the case in torture-induced confessions, multiple 
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youth who were not involved in the fighting and had simply grown up in ISIS-controlled 
territory told Human Rights Watch that they made false admissions of attending Cub training 
camps just to stop the physical torment. Some children reported that they were forced into 
signing documents in languages that they could not read, only to find out later that they had 
signed off on a guilty confession (Ibid). The legal basis on which these children are held is 
unclear, and KRG officials have not clarified if any of the youngsters have actual criminal 
charges filed against them.  
 The utility of these facilities is questionable, to say the least. When journalist Anthony 
Loyd visited a youth remand center in Kirkuk, he noted that there were no rehabilitative 
programs at the facility to address the mentalities of the Cubs detained there (Loyd 2017). 
Because of the alleged torture at the centers in Erbil and Dohuk, one can likely assume no 
effective rehabilitation programs are underway there either. A staff member at the Women and 
Children’s Reformatory in Erbil confirmed this, reporting that the psychological support staff at 
the Reformatory consists of one psychologist who visits once a week, and mostly supplies 
medication. The detention center is horribly overcrowded, packed to six times its designated 
capacity (Human Rights Watch 2017).  
 As noted, arresting and detaining ISIS-affiliated youth does indeed serve to demobilize 
them, since this procedure adheres to the definition of separating soldiers from their 
commanders. However, the KRG jails described above are not demobilization centers per se, 
because they are not temporary establishments with the eventual goal of moving the child 
towards rehabilitation and reintegration. Instead, the sole purpose is to punish. Fully 
demobilizing ISIS’ child soldiers will require special facilities that do much more than locking 
them up. Effective demobilization centers demand a dedicated and well-meaning staff as well as 
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an open-door policy for psychiatrists, lawyers, translators and family members. Transparency, 
accountability and oversight by third parties will be required for these operations to run smoothly 
and be successful.  
 
IV. De-radicalizing Cubs 
 Radicalization refers to, “a process whereby individuals (and even groups) develop, over 
time, a mindset that can—under the right circumstances and opportunities—increase the risk that 
he or she will engage in violent extremism or terrorism” (Clutterbuck 2015). De-radicalization 
thus refers to methods used to challenge and reverse radicalization with the goal of reducing the 
risk of terrorism (Ibid). De-radicalization involves change at a cognitive level, not only a 
modification of observable behavior (Horgan and Braddock 2010, 280). One way de-
radicalization can be achieved is through education. So-called “de-radicalization schools” exist 
in the United States, Europe, the Middle East and North Africa, and are a response to the 
ideological indoctrination of youth by jihadist groups. 
 In Indonesia, there are an estimated 3,000 children of terrorists (VICE 2018). Children of 
terrorists or violent extremists pose a danger to public security because they are often pressed 
into committing violent acts. The last chapter told the story of Umm Rasheed, who was quoted as 
saying: “I want my child to be an ISIS fighter and martyr… Martyrdom is the most important 
rank you can reach” (Speckhard, Shajkovci, and Yayla 2018). One man, Khairul Ghazali, 
recognized the magnitude of this problem and opened a de-radicalization school to change the 
mindsets of children who grew up with radicalized views. Ghazali is a convicted terrorist and 
admitted that he used to “brainwash” children in jihad (VICE 2018). Ghazali’s background gives 
him a unique vantage point. Having administered the ideological indoctrination process himself, 
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he is the perfect person to reverse it. Ghazali believes that framing the way Islam is taught is key 
to changing children’s minds about waging jihad. He explains that the children enter his school 
full of hate, and he teaches them that Islam is not about hate. The Indonesian government has 
recognized Ghazali’s program as a major success. The government gave him money for land to 
construct new buildings, as well as a new Mosque. In a VICE News episode, a smiling Ghazali 
exhibits a large poster, proudly showing off an extensive floor plan for the expanded school. The 
next school year, 2019, will have triple the number of students and include girls for the first time. 
 In Pakistan, ideological retraining and vocational training programs are underway to 
rehabilitate child soldiers of the Taliban. In 2013 and 2014, John Horgan traveled to Pakistan to 
learn about these de-radicalization and reintegration programs, which are run inside of prisons 
where Islamic militants are held. After spending two years in Pakistan, Horgan reported that he 
had witnessed remarkable progress, and that the initiatives have the potential to be tremendously 
effective. Horgan’s observations reveal that de-radicalization programs can indeed work inside 
of jails, which will be necessary for some of ISIS’ young militants (Horgan 2015). The reality is 
that, while some youth ex-combatants may be ready and eager to return to civilian life, others 
may need to be held in high security facilities. Nonetheless, with the right staff and 
administrators, children can receive the psychosocial support they need for life after 
incarceration.  
 In ISIS’ process of ideological indoctrination, Cubs are groomed to believe that Islam 
promotes violence. Therefore, religion is paramount to acknowledge in de-radicalization efforts 
to normalize Cubs. Religion is a positive force for many people, especially those seeking 
guidance, forgiveness, and acceptance. Reshaping what it means to be a devout Muslim should 
be central in the de-radicalization phase. As outsiders who lack full understanding of Islam, as 
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well as ISIS’ extremist twist on it, the role of Westerners must be relatively limited in regard to 
involvement with these de-radicalization programs. For a conversation of sensitive nature, the 
messenger is as important as the message. Our best hope for reaching radicalized individuals is 
former extremists like Ghazali. ISIS claims that secular and moderate groups try to mislead and 
deceive true believers, so if a moderate Muslim or secular figure was to lead the dialogue, they 
may not be as persuasive to the target audience (McMurtry 2015; Benotman and Malik 2016, 
66). 
 A feasible task that the West could take on is financially supporting these programs and 
schools. It is in the West’s best interest for security to allocate funds to this process. Since the 
West is ISIS’ primary stated enemy, government officials as well as ordinary civilians should see 
it as vital that we support direct efforts to counter the radical extremist ideology that rouses many 
to commit violent acts against us.  
 
V. Reintegrating Cubs 
 Reintegration in Child DDR is defined by the Paris Principles as, “the process through 
which children transition into civil society and enter meaningful roles and identities as civilians 
who are accepted by their families and communities in a context of local and national 
reconciliation” (Paris Principles 2007). The definition states that successful reintegration is 
accomplished when, “the political, legal, economic and social conditions needed for children to 
maintain life, livelihood and dignity have been secured” (Paris Principles 2007). Many of the 
United Nation’s reintegration programs focus heavily on the economic aspect, and UNICEF has 
recommended that this portion of reintegration be bolstered even more (Ensor 2013, 159). The 
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emphasis on financial stability stems from the belief of some experts who view the ultimate end 
goal of DDR as finding sustainable employment (Republic of South Sudan 2011, 10).  
 Formerly ISIS-affiliated youth have a long road ahead to eventual reintegration. Entering 
the workforce is a far off prospect for ideologically indoctrinated youngsters who have a lack of 
transferable skills to civil society, since all they have been taught is the Quran and how to kill. In 
ISIS-run schools, classes like philosophy, social studies, and art are not part of the curriculum, as 
the Islamic State considers these studies the “methodology of atheism” (Townsend 2016). 
Without a basic foundation of general knowledge, Cubs have limited options for employment, 
which hinders their ability to support a family and contribute to society. This reality has far-
reaching effects on the country as a whole: Blattman and Annan found that when children are 
conscripted into rebel groups, schooling falls by a year, employment rates drop by fifty percent, 
and earnings decrease by thirty percent. These damages to human capital could hinder a nation’s 
productivity, stability and growth for years to come (Blattman and Annan 2010).  
 Ghazali noted that his students enter the school filled with hate for the “system” and their 
country, as a result of radicalization. Therefore, the mentalities of these children must be 
addressed before they can be tasked with finding a source of livelihood. Reintegrating back into 
an outside world that Cubs have been trained to despise is dangerous, and if done wrong, can 
have disastrous consequences: when returning children feel neglected by their communities, they 
tend to seek out their old commanders (American Institutes for Research 2007, 3). Given the risk 
of recidivism, the de-radicalization phase must be successful and carried to completion before 
any sort of reintegration begins. Middle East regional advocacy director for Save the Children, 
Misty Buswell, spoke to many Cubs and kids who grew up in areas under ISIS control while 
doing research on what to do about the Islamic State’s young combatants. She unsurprisingly 
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found that the demobilized kids remained traumatized, feeling numb to their emotions and 
having violent nightmares. She described them as, “completely shut down,” and “not really able 
to think about their futures” (Omar and Smith 2017). Tamara Kummer, a spokeswoman for 
UNICEF, recently asserted that it was too soon to begin the conversation about normalizing 
these youth (Ibid). Mia Bloom disagrees, arguing that the international community must begin 
designing rehabilitation programs for these kids immediately. She acknowledges that this will be 
an immense challenge, requiring a novel level of coordination and creativity, but that we have no 
choice but to start now (Bloom 2015). 
 In addition to psychological hurdles, logistical obstacles also stand in the way of former 
ISIS child soldiers reintegrating back into their communities. To begin with, some communities 
may not even exist anymore, due to the devastating destruction caused by ISIS and the fight 
against ISIS in the region. Moreover, numerous ISIS youth were enrolled in Cub training camps 
by their parents, who may also have radical beliefs. DDR programs usually prioritize reuniting 
children with their families, but since it is often the parents that encouraged their children to join 
ISIS in the first place, many former Cubs will not be able to return to their families (Bloom 
2015).  
 Another complication is how community members will perceive these children. Ordinary 
civilians who fear ISIS will be frightful of returning Cubs, and girls who have been raped by 
ISIS may face stigma from their communities. In Nepal and the DRC, returning boys were 
greeted with open arms while girls were met with wariness as community members viewed them 
as sexually promiscuous (Coalition to Stop the Use of Child Soldiers 2009, 9). Women and girls 
are almost never included in DDR programs, although Security Council Resolution 1325 aims to 
change this, establishing that women must be involved in the peace building process post-
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conflict (UNDDR 2006, 1). The inclusion of females in DDR is necessary in any armed conflict, 
for they too have suffered and deserve the opportunity to safely reintegrate back into society. In 
the Islamic State, girls occupy a special role. They are known as the “pearls of the caliphate,” 
and take care of the men (Townsend 2016). Girls are crucial in ensuring the survival of ISIS 
because they give birth to next generation of fighters. Therefore, DDR needs to include programs 
tailored specifically to the experiences of girls in the Islamic State as well. In sum, it is essential 
that the United States and other international actors understand that ISIS and its campaign of 
indiscriminate violence will persist until each and every Cub—girl or boy—is successfully 
demobilized, de-radicalized and reintegrated back into civil society. 
 
VI. Conclusion 
 Child soldiering is one of the worst forms of child labor and a glaring desecration of both 
international and Islamic law. Through Demobilization, De-radicalization, and Reintegration, 
there is hope for the Cubs of the Caliphate to escape ISIS, re-discover their faith and personal 
values, and become productive members of society. DDR or similar multi-pronged programs 
designed to rehabilitate former child soldiers must be context-specific and sustained, for a long 
road to healing lies ahead.  
 As ISIS continues to languish under military pressure from foreign actors, its rallying cry 
that the West is hostile to Islam persists around the world. It remains inside the hearts and minds 
of Cubs and former Cubs in Iraq and Syria who have been manipulated and maltreated by this 
horrible group. By financially supporting local educators, Arab political leaders, Islamic experts 
and independent Muslim clerics in Iraq and Syria, the United States and the international 
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community as a whole can help combat the message of ISIS and broadcast a new, nonviolent 
message that refutes that of the Islamic State.  
 This thesis has demonstrated how ISIS has planted the seeds for future insurgency by 
recruiting youth, and by ideologically indoctrinating them, has lit a malicious spark of hate that 
will continue to burn brightly until a de-radicalization program successfully extinguishes it. The 
threat that active Cubs pose cannot be underestimated. Sherri Talabany, former U.S. diplomat 
and founder of an NGO that helps victims of ISIS, explains: “If we have this whole generation 
untreated and suffering from these traumatic events… We’re just going to be prone to another 
wave and cycle of ISIS or Al Qaeda 3.0” (D’Agata 2017). 
 While ISIS has suffered serious territorial losses in Iraq and Syria, the group has already 
advanced into Africa and South Asia (Snow 2018). Areas in the Middle East, South and East 
Asia and North Africa that are ungoverned or fraught with sectarian tensions provide the next 
generation of ISIS with the perfect opportunity to reinstate itself as a dominant group (Ibid). The 
powerful magnetism of ISIS’ ideology coupled with regional instability is a dangerous recipe for 
future terrorist violence. Add matured Cubs to this equation, and we can see exactly why ISIS is 
recruiting child soldiers. Neither territorial nor battlefield losses matter in the end for ISIS; its 
ferocious youngsters have been set up perfectly to thrive in unstable environments and continue 
waging jihad. Before he was killed, Islamic State spokesman Abū Muhammad Al-‘Adnānī ash-
Shāmī addressed the setbacks in Mosul and Raqqa, responding to claims of the group’s defeat: 
“No: defeat is losing the will and the desire to fight” (Lister 2017). Indeed, in this battle of 
ideologies, there may never be defeat.  
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